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Jimmy Byrnes Speaks To 
Student Body Wednesday 
Clemson Glee Club Will Present Annual 
Christmas Program In College Chapel 
International Affairs Are Discussed 
By Noted South Carolina Statesman 
iPre-Fab Waiting 
List Will Number 
175 In February 
Hon. James F. Byrnes, in a surprise visit to Clemson, 
spoke at noon on Pearl Harbor Day to the student body and 
faculty on the problems of foreign and domestic affairs. For- 
mer Secretary of State Byrnes, a lifetime trustee of Clemson 
College, asked that his talk be considered off the record as waiting list for pre-fabs in Feb 
° . , ruary,   according   to   a   statement 
far as publication is concerned. 
The College Auditorium was* 
filled to «verflowing by an en- 
thusiastic audience which gave a 
standing ovation as "South Caro- 
lina's number one citizen" was 
introduced by Mr. Wilton E. Hall, 
publisher from Anderson, S. C. 
Mr. Byrnes declared in his 
opening words that it was a plea- 
sure to speak before a group of 
people who would not ridicule 
his use of the phrase "you all." He 
went on to justify the use of this 
typically Southern colloquy, using 
the Bible and Shapespere as his 
references. 
The Honorable Mr. Byrnes 
touched on the problems facing 
those who form the foreign policy 
of the United States, and called 
on his many personal experiences 
to illustrate his points. 
At the close of his speech Mr. 
Byrnes was given another stand- 
ing ovation until the assembly 
was dismissed by Dr. R- F. Poole, 
Presidint of Clemson College. 
There will be 175 names on the 
released Tuesday night by Henry 
Hill, college housing administra- 
tor. 
This figure was arrived at by 
sending 255 cards to persons on 
the waiting list. These cards were 
for the purpose of determining 
the number of families that wish- 
ed to be dropped from the list. 
Fifty-seven persons failed to re- 
turn the cards; thus bringing 
those waiting down to 199. How- 
over, twenty-one more applica- 
tions have been received, which 
brings the total back up to 220. 
Fifty-three of the pre-fabs will 
be vacated in February. This 
brings the total number of names 
on the list down to 167. It- can 
be estimated that around eight 
more applications will be received 
between now and February, which 
means that there will be 175 
names on the list after February 
graduates have vacated their 
units. 
18 h flm\ lap 
Phi Psi, national honorary tex- 
i lie ifijt&stttjb hold final initia- 
tion ceremonies for eighteen new 
members on December 1. The or- 
ganization is the oldest Greek 
letter fraternity on the campus. 
The new members include R. 
D. Ballenger of Charlotte, N. C; 
D. J. Brett of New York, N. Y.; 
J. M. Farmer of Anderson; J. W. 
Gaillard of Walhalla; and G P. 
Gsssaway from Jefferson, Ga. 
Also, I. D. Hopper of Chester; 
C.  E.  Huff  of  Woodruff;  W.  M. 
Poole kni Others 
Band Takes Part 
In Xmas Parades 
OR 
Shown above are the Clemson Glee Club soloists who will take  part in the annual 
Christmas Program to be held in the College Chapel Thursday evening, December 15. 
They are left to right: Bill Schwartz, Jack Moore, Jack Padgett, Bill Trstensky, and 
Perry Trakas. 
Textile Publication 
Dr. T?   F.  Poole.  and  Mr.  G.  E. Fall Issue Of "Bobbin And Beaker" Will 
i     Members  of the  Clemson  Col-! 
j lege band traveled   to   Greenville 
j on November 30 to participate in 
a  Christmas narpHe sDonsored  by   ! 
Metz, Dean    F.    M.    Kinard, and   the~ Greenville   Merchants   Asso- 
Professor J B. Monroe have just   ciation.    The parade was started   i*    ■       |<    |    i<i    I   ■ TL"    111       I 
returned from the fifty-fourth an-   Just before dusk and was conclud- . PtfalfP fllC BtfglgAg l5.niTCA?l!'3S1f fi  ISlK W^fiK 
nual meeting of the Southern As-   ed under the city's newly install- | ' ' C™ 
sociation of Co^ejHes and Secon- ed Christmas lights. Immediately 
dary Schools. This meeting was after the parade, the band mem- 
held at the Rice Hotel in Houston, | bers were treated to a supper 
Texas on November 27-December served in the Greenville American 
1. •..-.'] Legion Home. 
Dr. Poole is a past president of I The band went to Abbeville to 
the accosiation, and he is now take part in a Santa Claus parade 
serving on the executive commit- snonsored by the Junior Chamber 
Kirby of Laurens; R.E. Lark from ! tee. Pofessor J. B. Monroe is a of Commerce on December 2. 
Greenville- and A H. Lowe of ; member of the Committee on After the parade, all the parhci- 
Warrenville ithfi    Nominations    for   the  - Year   nating   bands   were   served   bar- 
Also, R. B. McKinney of Pick- ] 1950.   ' . becue in the Abbeville Armory, 
ens- M. G. Michael of Salisbury; ! While at the association meet- The band received numerous 
J L Neal from Fort Mill; and W. : ipfc Mr. Metz met with the Sou- other invitations but because of 
M  Poag* of Joanna I thern  Association    of    Collegiate , conflicts, some of them had to be 
Also, C. J. Price' of Ninety Six; ! Registrars.    Dean Kinard attend- ! refused. 
R   N. Van    Ham    from    Auburn,   ed    the    program    presented    for 
Maine-  J   R.  Varner  of Buffalo;   Academic Deans of the Southern 
and J- S. Williams of Anderson. 
Friday Dei**™ 
fl&pr Hi 
Orders for invitations and name 
cards for February graduates are 
being taken in room 1-150, and 
they may be placed between the   school  of  education  at  Louisiana 
States. 
The subjects of higher mini- 
mum salaries for teachers and the 
acception of greater Negro edu- 
cation responsibilities were dis- 
cussed at the convention. Action 
on the -acceptance of Negro in- 
stitutions into full association 
membership was postponed until 
next year's conference, which will 
be held.in Richmond, Virginia. 
Dr.  E.  B.  Robert,  dean  of the 
State University, was elected 
president of the association. The 
new vice - presidents are Dr. 
Umphrey Lee, president of South- 
ern Methodist University, and Dr. 
Fred B. Dickery, principal of John 
Marshall High School, Richmond, 
Virginia. 
hours of 5-6 and 7-8:30. 
Measurements for caps and 
gowns are being taken in room 
1-359 between the hours 4-6 and 
7-8:30. Both rooms will remain 
open until 11:00 p. m., Friday, to 
take  care  of  all late comers. 
The following prices will pre- 
vail: invitations $-20 and $.60, 
rental on caps and gowns $2.50, 
and engraved cards $2.50 per 
hundred. 
It is imperative that all orders 
be placed this week. 
Dean Brown To Speak 
At Phi Psi Meeting 
Dr. Hugh M. Brown, Dean of 
the Clemson School of Textiles, 
will be the principal speaker at 
a meeting Tuesday night, Decem- 
ber 13th, which is open to all tex- 
tile students. 
He will recount many of the in- 
teresting highlights of his recent 
six weeks trip to Europe, during 
which he visited textile mills and I current school year, 
schools in England,: and attended j    The standings as of November 
conferences with other American ; jg are. 
textile school heads and English ' Band Company 
educators. ( Company A-l . 
The meeting wiM begin at 7 P-j Company B-l 
m. in the auditorium of the Tex- I Company c-1 
tile Building, and is open to all Company D-l '. 
textile students, members of the Company A-2 
faculty, and others interested. The Company B-2 
talk is sponsored by Iota Chapter company C-2 «_ 
of Phi Psi,    National    Honorary 
ROTC Company 
Scores Released; 
5 Way Tie For 1st 
Composite results of inter-com- 
pany competition have been an- 
nounced by the Commandant's 
office. Five points are awarded 
to the company which wins tlj£ 
weekly inspection on Saturday 
morning and five points are 
awarded to the best lined com- 
pany at weekly ceremonies. Cu- 
mulative scores will be consider- 
ed in the selection of the best 
drilled company at the end of the 
Dr. Forrar Speaks At'' 
"-•secHside Meeting 
Dr. M. D. Farrar, head of the 
Clemson College Entomology arid 
Zoology Department, made one of 
the principal talks before the 36th 
annual meeting of the National 
Association of Insecticide and 
Disinfectant Manufacturers held 
at Washington, D. C, Dec. 5 and 
6. 
Dr. Farrar's address was en- 
titled, "Problems With Chemicals 
in the Insecticide Field." 
The association is composed of 
major insecticide manufacturers 
throughout the United States. 
Approximately 350 delegates 
attended the meeting. 
Other convention speakers were 
Drs. S. A. Roher, F. C. Bishop, and 
E." F.. Knipling,   all  of the U. S. 
"Bobbin and Beaker," the tex- 
tile student publication', is slated 
to make its first '49-'50 appear- 
ance within the next few days. 
This is to be the first of three is- 
sues of "Bobbin and Beaker" 
planned for this school year. 
The guest editorial, written by 
Mr. Charles G. Johnson of Jud- 
son Mills in Greenville, will em- 
body    information    pertinent    to 
making application for jobs. Mr. 
Johnson points out the importance 
of starting early in seeking a po- 
sition. Also taken under consid- 
eration is just what is desired in 
such an application. 
Of interest to students consider- 
Barfield Chosen Best 
Drill Command Orator 
Eliminations based on the best 
drill command voice were held at 
the regular inspection on Decem- 
ber 3. Top Honors as best drill 
orators went to William B. Bar- 
field, animal husbandry senior 
from Sumter. Company A-l, of 
which Barfield is a member, re- 
ceived five points toward com- 
pany^ competition scores.- Second 
place <was won by E. M. Leopard, 
textile manufacturing junior, 
from Woodruff. Leopard is a 
member of Company B-4. 
Judges for the contest were 1st. 
present its final program of the Lt* M. A. Mqntone, U. S. Air 
1949 season next Monday evening, Forces, 1st. Lt. R. W. Gardner, 
December 12th,_at 7:30 p. m. over   0RC, and 2nd. Lt. I. L. Faulkner, 
also a member of ORC 
Radio Guild Gives 
Final Production 
Of 1949 Season 
The Clemson Radio Guild will 
Waring Selections, Carols, Spirituals, 
Handel And Bach Excerpts Are Included 
Clemson's Glee Club will present its annual program ol 
Christmas music Thursday evening, December 15th, at eighl 
o'clock climaxing its busiest season. 
— ♦' The concert will be held in thi 
college chapel under the directioi 
of Hugh H. McGarity with Misi 
Nancy Hunter of Clemson as ac- 
companist. The program includes 
Fred Warrin arrangements 
Christmas Folk Carols, Spirituals 
selections from Handel's "Me§' 
siah", and Bach's "Christmas Ora- 
toriod". 
A special ■ feature on the pro- 
gram is "The Battle Hymn of th< 
Republic", which has a trumps 
trio with A. D. Stalvey, J. P 
Moore, and L. VB. Aimer, aril 
drums by J. M. Shields, which i 
an adaptation of a choral arrange 
ment by Fred Waring. Audienci 
participation is invited to sing i 
few of the well Known carols witl 
the glee club. 
PROGRAM 
I 
Adoramus Te  Mozart 
The Lord's Prayer  Malotte 
Perry Trakas, Tenor 
. Great and Glorious Haydn 
Glee Club 
II 
•Recitative __Comfort Ye My 
People 
*Aria  Every Valley Shall 
Be Exalted 
Perry Trakas, Tenor 
♦Recitative _. Behold! A Vir- 
gin Shall Conceive 
•Aria _ O Thou That Tellest 
Good Tidings to Zion 
Jack Padgett, Baritone 
•Chorus' And the Glory of 
the Lord Shall Be Revealed 
Glee Club 
INTERMISSION 
Selected Christmas    Carols 
sung by the Glee   Club   and 
Audience. 
WAIM  and  WCAC  of  Anderson. 
The program will consist of a 
special arrangement    of    Charles 
Dicken's. famous play, "A Christ- 
mas Carol." Joe Lipton, doing his 
second and biggest role of the sea- 
son, will play the part of Scrooge, 
The supporting role of Mrs. Dib- 
.   ler will be played by Mary Rus- 
2L!L kn^™T^TllJ±% ' sell Eleazer; Ray Alexander plays 
Methodist Church 
To Hold Vespers 
Service Dec. 18 
Plans are being made by the 
Clemson Methodjst Church for 
the Christmas Vesper service to be 
held Sunday, December 18, at 6 
o'clock| Three choirs Will par-, 
ticipate in the service. 
There is an adult choir num- 
bering 25 people, a young people's 
choir numbering 30 people, and a 
children's dhoir numbering around 
165. Special music will be ren- 
dered by each of these choirs, and 
th,ey will join the congregation in 
singing three carols. The Christ- 
mas Scripture and a brief story 
will also be included in the ser- 
vice. 
Epworth Orphanage will re- 
ceive the offering to be taken up 
at the service. The three choirs, 
numbering more than a hundred 
persons, will be vested at this 
time. Mrs. F. L. McNatt is chair- 
man of the vestment committee. 
The church school teachers met 
last Tuesday to cut out robes for 
all the children attending the 
church school who are four years 
of age or over, and for members 
of the Methodist1 Youth Fellow- 
ship. 
Mrs. Gaston Gage, superinten- 
den of the children's division of 
the church school, is director of 
the service, and Mr. C. M. Stuart, 
superintendent of the church 
school, is making arrangements 
for the decoration of the church 
auditorium. 
The music will be under the 
direction of Mrs. Ed Freeman, or- 
ganist, the teachers of the child- 
ren's classes, and Mr. C. H. Wat- 
son, director of the church choir. 
2 States Meet 
article explaining the subjects 
embraced in this course. A sche- 
dule showing the required curri 
Scrooge's    nephew,    Frank;    and 
James  Parnell  portrays  the  part 
uuic suuwmg  uiic i^uucu ^m   i of Scrooee's Dersecuted clerk  Bob 
culum to be followed by the knit-   Cra^he°       P
ersecutea cierK> ^0D 
ting major is presented in this 
issue. 
The cover, drawn by W. Clay- 
ton Mays, Architectural senior, 
imparts the feeling of progress 
made in the textile school, with 
the addition of the new knitting 
course. The cover is done in ab- 
stract and will be the first of its 
nature ever to be used as a cover 
for the "Bobbin and Beaker." 
Plans are being made for the 
Winter issue which will com- 
memorate the Tenth Anniversary 
of the magazine. This, issui is 
hoped to be  outstanding in both 
Department of Agriculture's Bu-.|size and contents. No plans for 
reau of Entomology and Plant the final Spring issue have been 
Quarantine. | made. 
Other members of the cast in- 
clude   Jim   Hunter,   Chip   Crowe, 
Clemson, Georgia ASAE Hold Joint 
Meeting; A. W. Turner Guest Speaker 
The Clemson branch of the A. 
S. A. E., national honor society 
for  Agricultural  Engineers,  was 
and Len Magruder.   The program  host to the Georgia branch at  a 
will'  be    announced   by    George! joint meeting held in the  Clem- 
Facchin.   Ken May has charge of  son Dining Hall on December 2. 
sound affects, as well as doubling      Mr. A. W. Turner, former na- 
as production  engineer. tional president of the A. S. A. Ev 
When the Radio Guild resumes was the guest speaker at the 
work January 9, Clemson's radio ] meeting. He congratulated the 
station,- WTIG, is expected to be [ Clemson  branch  on  winning  the 
in operation.   By special arrange 
ment with Wilton E. Hall of An- 
derson,  WTIG- is to be the  only 
Farm Equipment Institute trophy 
last year for "having the outstand- 
ing  agricultural  engineering  club 
college station in the United in the United States. 
States that is affiliated with the He stated that, "Never in the 
Columbia Broadcasting System- history of man has he completely 
Complete program listings will; taken care of the problem of food, 
be furnished the entire student j This problem presents a tremen- 
body at a later date. (Continued on Page 6) 
Payment Deadline Set 
For Year Book Space 
All students are reminded that 
December 15 is the final date for 
making payment of Taps space. 
Books will be ordered only for 
those who have paid their space, 
and it will be impossible to re- 
order^ for stragglers. Students who 
desire extra copies and those who 
did not have pictures made but 
desire copies are also urged to 
meet the deadline. Payments and 
orders will be taken from 8 to 10 
p. m. at the Taps office or room 
6-228 before any meal. 
H. S. Tqte, Former Clemson Industrial Education 
Professor, Returns From Tour Of Duty In Japan 
By GRADY WADE 
Textile Fraternity. 
NOTICE 
Company D-2   
Company A-3   
Company B-3   . 
Company C-3 . 
Mr. H. S. Tate, who was for- 
merly head of the Department of 
Industrial  Education   at   Clemson 
College for sixteen years, has re- 
■ 10  cently returned to Clemson from 
 1% Japan.   Mr. Tate, Lieutenant Col- 
  •— 5  onei in the Reserve Corps, is a 
P  graduate of Clemson in the class 
 0  of 1925.    Having graduated from 
10  Clemson,   he   then   received his 
 .— 5   Masters Degree    from    Columbia 
5 | University in New York City.   He 
 5 j also studied for higher degrees at 
6 : Penn. State. 
10      During 1941, Mr. Tate was or- 
in Tokyo. He served as head of! 
the Textile Division of Economics 
and Scientific Section of General 
headquarters for the Supreme 
Command of the Allied Powers. 
Ursier this title, he gave advice to 
General McArthur concerning all j 
things having to do with textiles. 
This was a gigantic job, as tex- 
tiles is the biggest industry in 
Japan. Coverage of_woolen goods, 
hard and bast fibers, dying of 
goods, and also textile machinery 
were parts of the job Mr. Tate 
undertook while serving at this 
post. 
Mr. Tate's report of the power 
Students havin?  discontinued Company  C-3   — 
books in the Co-Op Book Store Company D-3  
are requested to pick them up Company A-4   — 
by December 21 wil be discard- Company B-4  
ed in order to make shelf room Company C-4  
— 10 dered to active duty in the U. S. 
 0 Army.    He  served in the  armed of Japan before World War II was 
  0 services    from    Sept.    1945,    un- amazing.    It seemed that not only 
  5 til May, 1948,    Most of this time was Japan powerful in the mili- 
 0 was spent in Japan and China. ; tary field, but other fields as well. 
  10 !    While in Japan, he was a mem- Japan became one of the largest 
0    i       r   r~ -    -    -i    •--..■.." '„   ei-<f    „~"-,.n   „,-„j,,,,„,.,;   i„   +v„   v -M    T-1 
woolen goods, the country was 
second only to Great Britain. No 
country exceeded it in the pro- 
duction of rayon. Japan provided 
for about eighty-five percent of 
the world's supply in rayon 
manufacturers. 
Of course, the war reduced all 
of this, but even now after four 
years since the great devestating 
war, Japan is back almost com- 
pletely to its pre-war status in 
all productions. 
Various committees from the 
U. S. A. visited General Douglas 
McArthur while Mr. Tate was on 
he General's Staff. His job, as a 
-taff  member,   was  to   show  the 
gressional Committees in regard 
to textiles in Tokyo. 
One of the many big problems 
confronting Mr. Tate while in 
Tokyo, was the amount of textiles 
that would be produced after the 
war by Japan. The U. &. A. was 
already afraid of the competition 
of Japan in the industrial field. 
In May, 1948, while he was still 
a member of McArthur's Staff, 
the Chinese Government invited 
Mr. Tate to make a survey of its 
textiles. After the survey was 
made, he was then invited to be- 
come an adviser in textiles for 
the Chinese. While serving in 
this position, he had many busi- 
committee the industrial world in   ness dealings with the Prime Min- 
Japan. ister  of the  Chinese Government 
He also came back to the United 
States at one time during the war 
*/5   r^-"i-t   to   nno   of. tbese   Con- 
and other high officials. 
During this time, he also serv- 
(Contirsufd on V?"fi P.) 
Ill     . 
••Recitative Now It Came 
to Pass in Those Days 
Bill Schwartz, Tenor 
••Aria    Prepare Thyself, 
Zion 
••Choral and Recitative_For 
Us to Earth    He    Cometh 
Poor 
Bill Schwartz, Tenor 
W. R. Trtsensky, Baritone 
•Recitative   There    Were 
Shepherds • Abiding in the 
Fields and Lo! The Angel 
of the Lord Came Upon 
Them and the Angel 
Said Unto Them and Sud- 
denly There Was With 
the Angel . . . 
Perry Trakas, Tenor 
•Chorus Glory to God 








Carol of the Bells 
Leontovid 
***Susanni   14th Century 
Carol 
Russell Ashrriore, TJenor 
Christmas Candles 
Leveen, Breen, and Sampsoi 
***Behold That Star 
Spirirm 
John Moore, Baritone 
***Battle Hymn  of   the   Re- 
public 
William Roberts, Tenor 
Lucas Aimar, John Moore, 
Derrick  Stalvey,   Trumfie- 
teers 
Nancy   Hunter   and   Jack 
Padgett, Pianists. 
•The Messiah Handel 
••Christmas Oratoria, _Bach 
•••Fred Waring Series 
News Items For Blue 
Key Letter Requested 
News items for the Blue Ke 
News Letter should be mailed t 
J. D. McMahan, Box 1450, on c 
before Monday night; Decembe 
12. Information such as holida 
activities, parties, and dances i 
requested so that a closer contaf 
can be kept between active or 
ganizations. 
This publication, sponsored b 
the Clemson Chapter of the Blu 
Key, acts as an instrument of co 
ordination and communication be 
tween campus clubs and organi 
zations, and is published ever, 
other Tuesday to be placed in th 
hands  of  all  club  presidents. 
It has been requested of th 
various clubs which have not al 
ready done so to send their mail 
ine addresses to Box 1450. 
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year by the students of Clemson College 
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Lost Directory 
Placement Bureau 
Undergraduates are taking a rooking from the seniors. 
Candidates for diplomas are not taking advantage of the 
placement system inaugurated by the deans and the regis- 
trar. 
This plan should be viewed as the; embryo from which 
a placement bureau will one day materialize.    Action taken 
by the seniors on this system will be observed by the admin- 
■ 
istration. If the deans are not flooded with senior informa- 
tion cards, the administration can not be blamed for think- 
ing that students are not interested in an organized place- 
ment system. 
We will never have a placement bureau if seniors do not 
show more interest. They should remember that an or- 
ganized placement system serves alumni as well as seniors, 
and they will soon be alumni, • 
CLEv^r»°^ fe     % 
One of tne most outstanding projects designed for the 
benefit of students and the college in general is the Blue Key 
Directory. In the past, this booklet has been of prodigious 
value .because of the pertinent information it contains. 
Each student's name with address, local and home, class, 
and room number all compiled in one publication does much 
to minimize confusion at the first of the school year. 
In fact, one of the main points in favor of the pamphlet 
was that it was early enough to help students locate other 
people in whom they are interested. 
This year Blue Key has failed miserably. To date, no 
directory has appeared, and the main function of the book is 
lQst. Those seeking information have been forced to go to 
the guard room, the Commandant's office, or any other place 
that might help them. 
The exact reason for the non-existence of the book can- 
not be determined. Student information was obtained as 
las been in the past, when classes are signed up. A month 
*o it was rumored that the material was in the printing of- 
The' information should have been sent to the printer 
long before then, and it should not take the printer more 
than three weeks to put out the finished product. 
The directory is needed on the campus, and the student 
iy will welcome the booklet if and when it appears. But, 
since the book is as late as it is, a good plan would be to with- 
hold publication till the beginning of next semester. In that 
way, changes made by graduating seniors and j incoming 
freshmen could be. inserted. 
Blue Key could then claim fifty per cent efficiency. 
IF  THt  fcLUE   KCY   VOUU> 
GET   OUT   W£  DlggCTOfcV, 
VE  VOUIPU'T GET LOCT. 
Talk of the Town 
Prerequisites For Who's Who 
Leadership Or Scholarship? 
By Charles Kennemore 
Popular Band 
Note: This is a reminder that the follow- 
ing is in no way supposed to be the official 
sentiments of the Tiger staff, but are the sole 
personal opinions of Chas. M. Kennemore, 
Jr. 
Who's Who's Who 
In the past many slick deals have been 
pulled at Clemson, but last week the great- 
est farce ever perpetuated on this campus 
was announced. This was the announcement 
of the selection of the men to represent 
Clemson in "Who's Who Among Students in 
American  Colleges  and Univensities." 
Thank God, no student can be accused of 
participating in this deal (maybe that's the 
trouble.) 
Tlrs is NOT a dig at the students se- 
lected. Each and every one of these 
men without doubt deserved the honor 
bestowed upon them. This gripe, or 
whatever it is, is aimed at the fact that' 
so many supposed obvious students were 
overlooked. 
Don't misunderstand me! I fully realize 
(at least as much as is possible) the difficult 
problem that faces the committee that has 
to choose these men. They of course cannot 
choose all the deserving men from the stu- 
dent body. Their task is to select a number- 
ed few from many worthy men. 
Yet, I feel that even this admitted diffi- 
culty is no excuse for the results announced 
for this year. 
It seems to me that undue emphasis 
has been placed on scholarship, but I be- 
^ lieve that the qualifications also called 
for   the    consideration of the student's 
"leadership  and participation in extra- 
curricular and  academic activities;   his 
citizenship   and  service  to  the  school; 
and his promise of future usefulness to 
business and society."   Evidently a few 
of these were overlooked in the rush. 
Scholarship is very important, but not all 
important. The acquisition of the knowledge 
contained in our textbooks and in the minds 
of our professors is the prime purpose of 
our stay at Clemson I suppose.    Perhaps-1 
am too much of a liberal on the subject of 
education; perhaps I put too much emphasis 
on   extra-curriculur  activities.    Maybe   I'm 
Letters To Tom 
Senior Council 
Job Placement 
Dear  Tom, 
I have just finished reading 
Mr. Charles Kennemore's v column, 
"Talk of the Town", in last 
week's issue of The Tiger. In this 
column Mr. Kennemore brings 
the officers of the Senior Class to 
task for their failure to secure 
the installation of a Job Place- 
ment Bureau at Clemson. He 
further casts aspersions to the 
effect that these officers gained 
office by making promises which 
they had no intention of keep- 
ing.. In closing, he demands that 
a Senior; Class meeting be held in 
the near future to discuss the 
question  of job  placement. 
Possibly I have misinterpreted 
Mr. Kennemore's remarks. If 
so, I am not alone in this error. 
In any event, I feel that an in- 
justice has been done. 
It is true that a job placement 
bureau was one of the planks in 
■ my platform. I promised that if 
I was elected I would make every 
effort to secure the establishment 
of such a bureau. So did several 
other candidates. 
We have not forgotten those 
promises, Nor have we been 
idle! 
A committee was formed to 
work on job placement this sum- 
mer, but when we learned that 
the Student Welfare Committee 
had already formulated a plan we 
decided to wait and see what 
would  develop. 
When it became apparent that 
the program initiated by the S. 
W. C. was merely a stopgap 
measure,, another committee was 
formed by the Senior Council to 
continue our efforts to secure a 
JPB. This committee is now in 
the midst of compiling sufficient 
information to be able to present 
a feasible plan to the college au- 
thorities. 
So Far: (1) A file has been pre- 
pared of methods, forms, etc. used 
by established placement bureaus 
in a number of Southern univer- 
sities and colleges. (2) Various 
Deans and Department Heads 
have been consulted for opinions 
and advice. (3) A poll has been 
wrong, but in these hectic days when the conducted to dej*™™ the suc- 
cess   of  last   year s   graduates   in 
that he (Oscar) wants "Wart" 
Douglas (No relation to Wart- 
head) to know that he (Oscar) 
knows about his goings on with 
Mason (the little girl in the mess 
hall). Watch your step "Wart" 
"It is  later than you think." 
' OSCAR   SAYS-  
Tojo—he was overheard taking 
that his congratulations go to 
up for one of the "common" 
troops. Ah! Honorable son has 
saved face! 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that he (Oscar) hears that the 
strong arm stuff used by "Sobo" 
(the 'poor man's Al Capone) al- 
most cost him the price of an en- 
gagement ring. Is the kid from 
Pittsburg serious?    Sobo? 
 QSCAR SAYS  
that he (Oscar) wants to thank 
Johnny Wesslnger on behalf of 
the troops for bringing that school 
teacher over Saturday night from 
Pendleton. But he knows that 
"Warthead" is mad at Wes for 
horning  in. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that he (Oscar) knows that 
Henry (Just call me Smoky Joe) 
Walker and his old lady are 
"bitter" at the guy who invented 
the cigarette after the "Chicago 
fire" they had last Monday at the 
 OSCAR   SAYS— 
second in another big campaign. 
Deaue gave him the old "Dear 
John" last weekend. The "Old 
Campaigner" took his Block "C" 
sweater home for her, but had 
to lug it back to school' again. 
 OSCAR   SAYS—«- 
that  "Artful  Art" (the   Subtle 
Stroker) Turner just won't learn. 
Boy, why don't you get off that 
stuff! . 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that the latest scoop (and the 
biggest laugh) is that the "Clem- 
son College Clown," "Warthead" 
is planning to run for President 
of the Junior  Class.  'Nuff  said! 
 -OSCAR   SAYS  
that some of the local teen- 
queens were having a "hen" party 
the other night when a car pull- 
ed up outside and H. B. (the Mid- 
night Prowler) Littlejohn dashed 
in in his pajamas. The little gals 
are still trying to figure out "wha 
hoppen." 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that the Stinkweeds thi# week 
go to,the committee who picked 
Who's Who. As he (Oscar) pre- 
dicted, many worthies were left 
out in the cold. A few deserving 
men made it, but after looking 
over the selections he (Oscar) is 
still wondering "who's who?". 
■—OSCAR   SAYS  
that   he    (Oscar)    wishes   the that R. L. (I'm still a cat) Mc- 
three C's   (C«x, Cox.  and Cone) Loed was known to be  in some 
would try leaving some of their sort  of  condition  at  the  Mobile 
"merchandise"   in   his   (Oscar's) Country Club when  the  Platoon 
room some night. was there. 
 OSCAR SAYS  OSCAR SAYS ■ 
that SHm (One at a time, please that Bill (the Retired Milk 
girla!) Welborn is the "King of Magnate) presided over a state- 
Beasts" at Winthrop since he won wide church convention last week. 
the beauty contest. From all accounts that must have 
been a helluva church convention. 
OSCAR SAYS- Sounded more like a rip-roaring 
that "Root" Rayle has come in old house party. 
world seemingly grows smaller by the hour, gecuring employment. (4) At the 
I figure that we should first prepare bur- present time work is being done Don>t Get Me wrong, But... 
selves to be capable citizens, and then pro- toward securing statements from r ' ; .:>     . a number of Personnell Managers 
fessional'men.    No   better  preparation  tor in jndustry—the men who do the 
able ,practical citizenship is offered in col- hiring and firing 
lege than in these oft-censured extra-curri- 
cular activities. I speak without the expe- 
rience and wisdom of my elders, yet I main- 
tain that an inexcusable injustice has been 
committed. 
These accomplishments may not 
seem very great, but they rep- 
resent untold hours of work con- 
tributed by committee members. 
I, personally, feel that very satis- 
factory progress is being made. 
College authorities agree that 
Clemson could use a placement 
service, but maintain, apparently 
Alma Mater Is Popular— 
But With Other Schools 
Bill Cbamness 
Clemson Band has been invited to participate in at least 
eight Christmas parades this season. That is a strong indi- 
cation that we are not the only ones who think we have a 
good b^nd. 
On November 30, the organization accepted an invitation 
from the Greenville Merchants Association, and on Decem- 
ber 2, they played in Abbeville at the request of that city's 
Junior Chamber of Commerce. 
Class schedules and other school routines made it im- 
possible for the band to accept the rest of the invitations. 
Not satisfied with playing the best music heaxd from 
a Clemson band in many a year, this organization has prac- 
ticed marching maneuvers so that they not only sound good 
but look good as well. , . 
This year's band deserves an unqualified congratula- 
tion. 
0o$4 *?tof» Ot6e* (Zalleqe IRay* 
Outstanding Men Overlooked 
If the man elected by his fellow students, with justification, that no money 
supposedly on the basis of ability, leadership J. ™f^v^™ *££*£ 
and personality, to head the senior class and the committee, along with other 
the student disciplinary council, plus being, vital'points, 
an active participant in every leading organ- J-ddition tothejob placement 
ization on the campus is not one of the out- Constituti0n is now being draft- 
standing men here, then who is? Who has ed to replace the antiquated con- 
more indirect influence on student opinion ^^nXveX rTS 
than the man that heads either of our two Senior CounCii attention. 
major student publications? Or what men As to the demand for a mass 
show more leadership abilities than these £f*^ *™f wal^f 
two men? These are but a few of the more the students' time. When some- 
prominent and, one would think, more ob- thing definite has been worked 
vious men to represent Clemson; there are out. ^meeting f*^**^* 
others of like ilk of course. Suggestion  Box  is  being  placed 
■-'■'■ i in the hall of Main Building, to- 
Another Method   , gether with  a  bulletin board  to 
Georgia Tech has a system of choosing give news of Senior Council ac- 
these men that seems to me to be worth, tiffsaure you> Mr> Kennemore> 
mentioning. we have not been loafing.   If you 
A committee from the Student    Council are in doubt, you have a standing 
makes the initial nominations. Additions to ^f °nJn°cil
attend the meetlngS 
this group are then made by the remaining 
members of the Council.   From this list the 
final choice is made by popular vote of the 
entire Student Council. 
I offer n« comments on this system; I am 
just reporting one used by another promi- 
nent institution. 
Sit Up and Bark For the Man, Fido 
I have had some hot remarks from a few ^ ^ ^~T gecond.hand 
memebrs of an organization to which I have lurniture dealer's daughter so 
not yet referred directed my way (at least she wouldn't allow much on   the 
they seem to read this stuff) in regard to last old sofa-       
week's column.    ( They really offer me  a     Bm. „Was your date the one in 
great temptation.   The way I see it people the red frock?" 
shouldn't  growl until they've  been  bitten, ^Tony: "Jfome of her, yes.  Some 
nor should little puppies wag their tails 'til Kernel 
they've been patted on the head.   
f    Then there was the one about 
the mountaineer who put the si- 
lencer on his shotgun because his 
daughter wanted a quiet wedding. 
Kernel 
Yours  for 
Clemson,    ■ 
a bigger and better 
Dan S. May 
The touch of the nurse's hand 
cooled his'fever instantly. You 
could hear the sound of the slap 
clear down the hall. 
Kernel 
Say, last week's column brought 
in two letters and are the other 
members of the staff jealous. One 
thing though, all eligible girls 
must enclose their addresses. By 
eligible we mean anything that 
walks, talks, and does not wear 
pants. By the way, if you miss 
our jokes in this paper, they can 
be found in most any college pa- 
per in this part of the country 
about two weeks after we print 
them. 
By LeRey De*r 
posed to mother, and on the way 
home the horse ran away and fa- 
ther was killed." 
The American Service paper, 
Stars and Stripes, quotes this of- 
ficial announcement which ap- 
peared, duly signed by an admi- 
ral, on the bulletin board at the 
U. S. Naval office* 
"All officers wishing to take 
advantage of the stenographers in 
the pool will go to room 801 and 
show evidence of their need." 
marry on Sunday—it isn't right to 
gamble on the Sabbath. (Inciden- 
tly, now is as good a time as any 
to congratulate the Kentucky 
Kernel on its joke column. Coon- 
Cox'uns. We would be lost with- 
out it.) 
' She:  "I'm  scared.    This  is  the 
very spot where my father pro- 
Parson (to the dying gag 
writer): "Cheer up, friend. You 
have a bright future ahead of 
you." 
Gag writer: "That's what is 
bothering me. I can see it blaz- 
ing."     . 
And always remember never t« Still  copying 
"I was out last night with (£ 
beautiful blonde and, although' I 
was tempted, I resisted her," con- 
fessed a young lad. 
"That is excellent and you will 
have your reward in heaven," 
was the admonishment. 
"I was out again with that vo- 
luptuous blonde, but again I re- 
sisted her," the lad confessed the 
following day. 
"My boy, you will certainly re- 
ceive your reward in heaven." 
"Would you have any idea of 
what that reward might be?" he 
asked. 
"Well—yes. For a jackass like 
you, a bale of hay would be 
enough." 
The Tiger Brotherhood seems to have gone stale on it* 
drive to install a new alma mater replacing the hand-waving, 
tear jerking, sonnet that represents the spirit of Clemson at 
present. 
I am not prepared to say just how a new school anthem 
should be inaugurated, but it looked like for a while there 
that the "Brotherhood" was going to take care of the minor 
details at no extra cost to the student body. The rub seems 
to be that nobody is willing to say that it's time for a change. 
It strikes me as being a matter to be left up to the students, 
and if the "Tiger Brotherhood" wants to put its fingers on 
the pulse of campus opinion and enact the needed switch, it 
suits me fine. My only complaint is that nothing is being 
done. 
I realize that our alma mater is exactly what some people 
want, and frankly I can see their point. Even in my case col- 
lege life was greatly simplified by not having to learn a new 
song. The major difference in the Clemson a. m. and my 
high school's is that here the "Blue Ridge is yawning its great- 
ness" and at home the "Pee Dee is spreading its waters." The 
boys from Sak Mill Crossing High also find it to their advant- 
age. 
I feel that a school's alma mater should be indicative of 
its spirit. I'm not saying that our present one doesn't do 
just that, but if it does then our "Country Gentleman" spirit 
is not very unique; judging, of course, by the prodigious num- 
ber of other colleges, high and reform schools that pay hom- 
age to the familiar strands of "Alma Mater". 
. A proposed new song has been played a couple of thous- 
and times in the chow hall, and to my ignorant, tone deaf ear 
it sounds pretty good. Not only does it sound good, but it has 
the added glamour of having been composed by local talent. 
Everyone on the campus has heard Prof. McGarity's song a 
sufficient number of times to have formed an opinion either 
one way or the other, and if the Tiger Brotherhood is really in- 
terested in finding out how the land lies all they have to do is 
conduct a poll of the students. 
It has been suggested that we employ one or more profes- 
sional composers to write and submit several songs from 
which the student body can make a choice, but I can't help but 
think how nice it would be to have the Clemson Alma Mater 
written by a Clemson man. I am not deeply concerned with 
who writes the anthem; however, I think that it is a pity that a 
school that is as proud of its heritage as is Clemson has no 
song that can be truthfully called her own. 
In closing I have but one suggestion to offer. Don't leave 
a place in the new alma mater for the student body to wave, 
salute, blow their noses, or take off their socks. It's hard for 
me to keep a straight face when all these hands shoot up in 
more or less unison when the band plays Clemson's present 
alma mater. 
IV~ 
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Whereabouts Of Mysterious Joe Blow 
Very Puzzling; Master Sleuth Baffled 
By GRADY DANIEL 
Joe Blow! Joe Blow! Who in' 
tarnation is Joe Blow? His name 
is everywhere, yet who has seen 
him? What does he look like? 
Be < must' be a cadet because his 
name appears on bust sheets, ros- 
ters, bitch slips, etc. 
Nobody knows Joe Blow! His 
name appears on latrine walls 
and" marim other conspicious 
places, some Which are not men- ' 
tiortable, but as far as his actual 
person is concerned, he must be 
Invisible. 
I • knew this was going to be a 
hard case to crack, even harder ' 
than the "Bare Glare" but I took ' 
all' facts  into  consideration' as  I' 
proceded carefully to analyze the 
situation. 
. As I sat in my humble abode, I 
pondered the thought over and 
over in my mind. Just how could j 
I get a lead on this Joe Blow? 
While I was contemplating in 
silent ihediataion, I watched a 
small rat (of the order Bodentia) 
who was in my room at the time, 
sitting on the floor trying to 
make a monkey'of himself, which 
in 'indirect ways' reminded me of 
me. 
-He scampered across the floor, 
jumped into my trunk and start- 
ed munching on my Zoology Lab 
notes. 
"What a sucker," I. muttered 
to myself. After he had eaten the 
fitst few pages, I saw his eyes 
turn green, then red, blue; now 
flashing on and off like the lights 
on the pinball machine in Nick's 
■place—he dropped , the remnants 
of the paper that he held in his 
forepaws — his tail curled — his 
lower jaw dropped, liberating his 
plates which' clattered on the 
floor—his hair fell off—he died!" 
Suddenly I realized that, this 
lo'frly littje,creature had sacrificed 
his life' on Zoology notes only to 
give me a clue—the one clue that 
I needed to get started. The rat 
had been, eating;.I had seen Joe 
Blbw's name printed on a sheet 
of.paper on my table in the Mess 
Hall. I sprang from my chair, 
grahbed my mackinaw, stepped 
into my hat and put my pants 
over my head. 
^Something's wrong," I said to 
myself, "I must have unconscious- 
ly T turned, out the lights." As I 
stepped" out of the barracks I 
heard a woman scream (one of 
t&t Mess Hall dieticians, no 
doubt)—it was then that I real- 
ised that in my haste I had be- 
etle slightly confused while 
dressing. 
I feebly, rambled back to my 
room, made a rearrangement of 
garments and bounded off again. 
I flew down the Mess Hall steps 
at*"triple time" . . . WHAM!! The 
door didn't budge! I dejectedly 
gathered myself together and 
Waltzed staggeringly back to the 
room while birdies sang of eggs, 
grits, and F's in Zoology, whVh, 
by the way, didn't help matters 
Any. 
I had no longer retired into one 
of those luxious barracks arm- 
chairs than I began to hear voices 
next door. 
"Joe, you had better Blow, I've 
got studying to do." I startled at 
these penetrating words. Joe . . . 
Blow; he was the "Joe" that I 
was looking for. I burst out of 
#iy room and into the room next 
door, only to find, to my dismay, 
that this particular Joe's name 
■Was Cornstovollovitchski, a citi- 
zen of "Lower Than Lower Slob- 
boVia." 
However, as we conversed, I 
found that he was distantly relat- 
ed to our unknown Joe Blow. He 
Also said that he himself did not 
know our Joe personally, but that 
he' did have a friend that had a 
friend that knew a geology pro- 
fessor that knew a doctor that 
had a friend, who was once his 
cillmate, that knew another 
"<&uaek",who had a friend who 
had heard of Joe Blow. 
This was great! I was right 
back where I had started from. 
Nevertheless, I traced Joe Blow 
through Cornstovollovitchski's 
friend that had a friend that knew 
a geology professor that had a 
friend that • knew a doctor that 
had a friend, who was once his 
cellmate, that knew another 
"Quack" who had a friend who 
had heari of Joe Blow. 
This last friend, who resided 
at the Insane Asylum in Colum- 
bia, informed me that he had 
heard of Joe Blow in a Bakery in 
China in the city of Ha-Ha-Sing- 
Foo-Yu-Tu, where he was a 
blacksmith. He shoed flies! 
(Quote from the radio* program, 
"It Pays To Be Ignorant.") 
Losing no time, for my watch 
was fast, I caught the first garb- 
age scow from Charleston to Ha- 
Ha - Sing - Foo - Yu - Tu, China 
where I caught the first Disc 
Jockey of Mule Train to the Nutz 
Tu Yu Bakery. As I talked to 
the proprietor I learned that my 
efforts were to no avail, for Chu- 
Chu Gamma-Mu did not "spika 
de Englis." Besides he thought 
"Joe Blow" was a new lflrand of 
Wiridex. 
I' caught the next slow ^plane 
from China and landed on Riggs 
Field, the municipal airport of 
Silo Tech,-where I was chauffered 
back to my barracks office, by 
the Tfrer press car. 
My report is as follows: 1.) 
CASE — unsolved 2.) OPERA- 
TION—Unsuccessful 3.) ACCOM- 
PLISHMENTS—none 4.) LOST— 
pairadice 5.) PRISONERS TAKEN 
—none   6.)    COMMENTS — Joe 
Know Your 
Library 
DR. AARON RUTLEDGE 
Baptist Church 
Secures Rut ledge 
For Dec. Services 
Dr. • Aaron Rutledge,, professor 
of psychology of religion and 
member of-the University Coun- 
cil' of Furman University, ' will 
preach each;Sunday in December 
at the Clemson Baptist Church. 
He is* a 'graduate of Stetson 
University in Deland, Florida, and 
received his B. D., Th. M., and 
Tt D.,'from' the Southern Bap- 
ti'st Theological Seminary in 
Louisville, Kentucky.'  ' 
His graduate work at the semi- 
nary was in psychology of relig- 
ion, counseling, and ■ sociology, in 
addition to- the basic theological 
work. 
Prior to coming to • Furman in 
September of 1949, Dr. Rutledge 
was chaplain at one of the Ken- 
tucky hospitals. According to Dr. 
A. E. Tibbs, Dr. Rutledge was 
called to Furman particularly to 
counsel with the university ,com- 
munity within the. framework' of 
religious concepts and faith. 
Fire Damages Y 
Monday Morning 
Fire broke out in the Clemson 
Y about 10:30 last Monday morn- 
ing. The blaze started.in the liv- 
ing quarters on the second floor, 
but the conflagration failed to 
spread when the sprinkler ex- 
tinguised  the blaze. 
It is believed that the fire start- 
ed from a cigarette accidentally 
dropped in a waste basket. When 
the fire department arrived at 
the scene, they found the fire al- 
ready out. 
The water from the sprinkler 
system caused most of the dam- 
age, which was confined to the 
mattresses and a few clothes. The 
walls. in the pool room were also 
damaged by water. 
Engineers Learn To Distinguish Between 
Sounds Or Cricket And Slradivarius 
Winthrop Worker   QampilS 
Discovers Method 
Garrison Attending 
Kansas City Meeting 
R. H. Garrison, of the Seed 
Certification ■ branch •ef the South 
Carolina Crop Improvement As- 
sociation, will represent South 
Carolina at the annual meeting 
of the International Crop Im- 
provement Association. The meet- 
ing will be held in Kansas City, 
Missouri, on December 7-9. Dr. 
W. R. Poden will accompany Mr.' 
Garrison on the trip. 
In addition to this meeting, Mr. 
Garrison plans to attend t h € 
Southern Crop Improvement As- 
sociation meeting, also to be 
held in Kansas City, December 5, 
and, a meeting of the Southern 
Seedmen's Association to be held 
in New Orleans, December 11-14. 
Several seedmen from South Car- 
olina also plan to attend this 
meeting. 
Blow must evidently' be of some 
kin to Kilroy but somewhere in 
this vast world today, Joe Blow 
may be living recklessly under 
some assumed alias, such, as Joe 
Stalin. ' 
He may still be here—who 
knows? I have washed my hands 
of the whole case and have turned 
it over to J. Egar Beaver Snooper, 
one  of -my  master  sleuths. 
THE CENSUS BUREAU 
The Bureau of the Census is a 
major fact-finding and statistical 
service agency for the federal 
Government. Census taking was 
established by the ' Constitution 
for the primary purpose of .de- 
termining the population basis for 
apportioning representatives and 
direct taxes among the States. A 
population census, broadened to 
include other subjects since 1810, 
has been taken decennially, be- 
ginning in 1790. Since 1902, the 
Bureau has functioned as a per- 
manant agency for the collection 
of general statistical information. 
In addition to the regular de- 
cennial census, the Bureau is en- 
gaged in collecting and compiling 
statistics on a wide range of sub- 
jects for periods of ten, five, two 
and one year periods, and quar- 
terly, monthly or weekly. It al- 
so makes a special statistical sur- 
veys for other agencies in the 
government and for private indi- 
viduals and organizations. It co- 
operates with other agencies of 
the government in preparing sta- 
tistical studies. 
The publications of the Bureau 
are numerous. They fall under 
the following subject headings: 
agriculture, business, foreign 
trade, governments, population, 
industry, and miscellaneous. The 
first six headings correspond with 
the six subject divisions of the 
Bureau responsible for the is- 
suance of reports in those fields. 
The heading "Miscellaneous" in- 
cludes reports of an over-all na- 
ture and technical articles writ- 
ten by staff members. 
The Clemson College Library is 
a depository for federal docu- 
ments and receives most of the 
publications of the Census Bu- 
reau. The Monthly Catalogue of 
U. S. Government Publications, 
issued by the Superintendent of 
Documents,- is- the index to- the 
holdings of the Library. The bu- 
reau of Census prepares two pub- 
lications designed to < help indi- 
viduals find needed) information 
in the large number of.reports is- 
sued by the Bue'aur,. Census Pub- 
lication, Catalog and Subject 
Guide, a quarterly publication 
which is cumulated to an annual 
issue, and Census Publications. 
List of Publications Issued, a mon- 
thly list of all reports except 
those issued on ' a monthly or 
quarterly basis. : 
. The following is a selected list 
of Census publications available 
in the Clemson College Library: 
The Statistical} Abstract of the 
United States, published annually, 
brings together summaries of the 
principal available statistics from 
many sources. It also serves as 
an index to sources of additional 
data. Thus, if a person is look- 
ing for data, he will probably 
find a table on the subject in the 
Statistical Abstract. In addition, 
the source n'ote appended to each 
table will indicate where these 
statistics were obtained. Also, the 
Statistical Abstract contains a 33- 
page bibliography of sources of 
statistical information.' 
Historical Statistics of the 
United States, 1789rl945, a sup- 
plement to the Statistical Abstract 
of the United States. This docu- 
ment presents, in compact form 
for ready reference, approxima- 
tely 3,000 statistical time series 
which cover various periods from 
1789 to 1945. In a very few in- 
stances, figures are shown for the 
Colonial Period and the years un- 
der the Continental Congress. 
These statistics reflect economic, 
social, and political aspects of the 
development of the Nation since 
the Federal Government was for- 
mally established. 
Graphic Summary of Farm 
Tenure in the .United States. This 
special report on farm tenure 
provides a graphic presentation 
of the extent and general nature 
of the various forms of tenure 
under which farms are held and 
operated. ' Factors contributing to 
longer trends in farm tenure, 
those since 1880, have been con- 
sidered and particular attention 
has been given to the changes 
that have occurred during the 
period of World War II. 
Forecasts of the Population of 
the United States, 1945-1975. 
Forecasts of the population, by 
color, nativity, age and sex, are 
presented, by 5-year time inter- 
vals, up to 1975, according to 
various combinations of- assump- 
tions as to the future trends of 
fertility  and  mortality. 
Prisoners in State and Federal 
Prisons and Reformatories. This 
report presents the results of an 
annual census of prisoners in 
state and federal institutions. The 
statistics reveal the characteristics 
of prisoners incarcerated under 
relatively long sentences and per- 
mit state-to-state comparisons of 
the methods under which prison- 
ers are released. They throw light 
on the effectiveness of prison and 
parole administration in the vari- 
ous states and make possible com- 
ELMIRA, N. Y.—Engineers are 
just beginning to learn to measure 
what, it is- about the noise of 
crickets that can disturb a conver- 
sation, and what .the difference is 
between the tone of a Stradiva- 
rius violin and a mountaineer's 
fiddle, according to Dr. R. O. Fehr, 
General Electric engineer. 
Dr. Fehr, of the G-E General 
Engineering and Consulting Lab- 
oratory at Schenectady, N. Y., 
spoke before a sectional meeting 
of the American Institute of Elec- 
trical Engineers. The laboratory 
section he heads is chiefly con- 
cerned with problems in noise 
elimination. 
He saidt that for many years 
there have been instruments for 
measuring the loudness and fre- 
quency of sounds, but that en- 
gineers have only recently begun 
to measure certain other import- 
ant qualities. 
Cricket noises and the sound of 
violins are examples of sounds 
that cannot be completely under- 
stood in terms of conventional 
measurements of loudness and 
frequency alone,, the engineer 
pointed out. 
"Sound measurements in the 
past have takeii into consideration 
the frequency and loudness, but 
not the constantly changing qual- 
ity, of .sound. . It is quite possible 
that.it is this tiny wavering that 
accounts for characteristics . of 
certain sounds that the ear can 
detect but- which instruments 
have not been able to measure," 
he said. 
"Cricket' noises coming through 
a window aren't ordinarily loud 
enough to register on most sound- 
measuring, instruments, but there 
is something about them that has 
an effect on human ears far-, out 
of proportion to. their, energy, 
which is probably something like 
.000000001 of a watt," he said. " 
Fehr also pointed 'out that,, up 
to: the present ^time,, there- have 
parative studies of' the adminis- 
tration of both'prisons' and pa- 
role. ' > •        ' - ■ '   . 
Foreign Trade  Statistics 
FT 110. United States imports 
for. consumption .of merchandise, 
commodity by country of origin. 
FT' 410. United States exports 
of domestic and foreign merchan- 
dise, commodity by ; country of 
destination. 
Census of Manufacturers 1947. 
The Census of Manufactures, 
taken for the-first time in 1810, 
has , been throughout its history 
the basic source of .industrial sta- 
tistics for sthe United States. Pub- 
lishing detailed information on 
employment, pay rolls, man- 
hours, inventories, capital expen- 
ditures, .and products of American 
industry, the Census has become 
an increasingly more important 
tool for. government and business 
use. The Census of Manufactures 
furnishes up-to-date information 
for a comprehensive study of in- 
dustry's position in the postwar 
world. 
H. ISLAM 
Islam Speaks At Meet 
Of University Women 
Mr. H. Islam,- student in the 
School- of Textiles at Clemson, 
spoke to the local, chapter of the 
American Association of Univer- 
sity Women on December 8, at 8 
p. m. , 
His talk concerned the cultural 
and educational aspects of life in 
his country. 
Mr. Islanm, who is a native of 
Pakistan, has an M. S. degree from 
the University of Calcutta.* In 
addition . to- two years of study 
in a missionary school, he has 
served his government as a re- 
search worker and professor of 
physics in Pakistan. 
Mr.' Islam ■ plans to return to 
his native country as director of 
textiles upon completion of his 
work at Clemson. 
Of Pressing Pants 
How to get the' bagginess out 
of trouser knees is one of 'the 
home pressing problems of.house- 
wives, according to Miss Potria 
Seabrook, extension clothing spec- j 
ialist, Wintftrop College. She says 
that clothing specialists of the U. 
S. Department of Agriculture ex- 
plain that, trousers bag where the 
fabric has been stretched and 
that shrinking with'steam is the 
cure. 
"Lay the trouser leg flat'on the 
ironing board with the baggy 
part uppermost," Miss Seabrook 
says. "Lay a wool cloth over this 
section and a moistened . cotton 
cloth on top. 
Press gently, moving the iron 
from side to side so that the steam 
goes into the garment. Keep 
pressing and patting the Inn-s 
fabric into place until the full- 
ness disappears. Then press ule 
entire leg of the trousers until 
almost dry. Leave the trouser' 
leg in position on the board for a 
few minutes until if is completely 
dry. 
Never press wool until 'bone 
dry' because this makes, the. fabric 
stiff and harth," she cautions. 
Baptist Students To 
Sive Caroling Party 
■ Clemson's Baptist Church will 
sponsor a Christmas caroling 
party Wednesday, December 14. 
\ Several groups will leave the 
church at 7:00 p. m. and will tour 
the community and campus. 
The Women's Missionary Circle 
will serve refreshments. 
Girls from Furman University 
are expected to.join the .caroling, 
according to Jack Ferguson, Bap- 
tist Student Union social chair- 
man. 
Fellows And Wilkins 
Lead In Arch Problem 
Robert. Fellows and.R. J. Wilk- 
ins won top honors for the design 
of a proposed, school of architec- 
ture. The two men' tied for first 
place, each with a rating .of "first 
mention  placed,   commended." 
Design for the hypothetical 
building was required of the sec- 
ond semester seniors in the School 
of Architecture. Judgments were 
made with respect to plan, gen- 
eral appearance of the building, 
and presentation. 
Also commended by Prof. John 
Gates, head of the Clemson .School 
of Architecture,. for their superior 
work on this problem were George 
Heddin and Bob Workman. "First 
Mention Placed" were the ratings 
given to the designs of ^these men. 
A scale of model of Wilkins' 
solution is being made for display 
purposes. 
Activities 
December 9   (Friday) 
8 p. m.—Banquet for married stu- 
dents of the Methodist Church; 
Methodist   Church. 
December 10  (Saturday) 
6 p. m.—Parish Supper for mem- 
bers of Holy Trinity Church; 
Parish House. 
8 p. m.—Square Dance sponsored 
by Clemson High School Paper 
staff;  Little  Gym. ■ 
December 1  (Sunday) 
2:10 and 6:10 p..m.—Vesper Ser- 
vices; YMCA. Delegation from 
Queens  College  in  Charlotte. 
December 12  (Monday) 
3 p. m.—Clemson Garden Club 
will meet with Mrs. P. S. Mc- 
Collum. , Mrs. G D. Hallmark 
and Mrs W..P. Sloan will be as- 
sisting hostesses. Mrs. Harold 
Wilson of; Greenville will give 
a demonstration and talk on 
flo'wer   arranging. 
7 p.. m.—Forum Club; Physics 
Building. 
December 13  (Tuesday) 
7:30 ;p. m.—Executive    Board    of 
Clemson. Little Theater; YMCA. 
8 p. m.—American Association of 
University Professors; Room 1, 
YMCA. 
8:45 p. m.—Tiger Brotherhood; 
Tiger Den. 
December 14 (Wednesday) 
6:45 p. m.—Church Night for 
Campus Churches. 
December 15 (Thursday) 
5:30 p. m.—Phi Kappa Phi Initia- 
tion;  YMCA. 
6:15 p. m.—Phi Kappa Phi Din- 
ner; Methodist Church. 
8 p. m.—Concert of Christmas 
Music presented by Clemson 
College Glee Club; College Au- 
ditorium, 
December 16 (Friday) 
7:30 p. m.—Banquet for. Anderson 
Kiwanis Club; Mess Hall. 
December 17  (Saturday) 
9 p. m.—Terpsichorean Club 
Dance; Little Gym. 
December 18   (Sunday) 
6 p. m.—Christmas Pageant; Pres- 
byterian Church. 
6 p. m.—White Christmas Ser- 
vices; Methodist Church. 
7:30 p. m.—Christmas Cantata 
and Candlelighting sponsored 
by BSU; Baptist Church. Public 
invited. 
Methodists Will Fete 
Married Students Fri. 
One hundred and fifty people 
are expected to attend the annual 
Christmas banquet for married 
Methodist students and their 
wives at the Methodist Church 
Friday, December 9, at 8:00 p. m. 
Professor John B. Gentry Jr., will 
be tpastmaster. 
Including in the evening's pro- 
gram will be a turkey dinner. 
Christmas music, and. a brief af- 
ter-dinner talk by Dr. A. E. Tibbs. 
The church nursery will be 
open so that couples with chil- 
dren may bring them if they wish. 
Queens ^Delegation To 
Present YMCA Service 
Students from Queens College 
in Charlotte will present the Ves- 
per program at the YMCA on 
Sunday, Dec. 10, at 2:10 p.,m. and 
6:10 p. m. The group will'be un- 
der the direction of ,Miss June 
Holtzendorff,.. daughter of P. B. 
Holtzendorff, general secretary of 
the YMCA at Clemson. 
Miss Holtzendorff graduated 
from WCUNC at Greensboro,' N. 
G, in June, 1949, and is now an 
instructor in the physical educa- 
tion ■ department at Queens. All 
Clemson students, are invited' to 
attend the services. 
December 19 (Monday) 
8 p. m.—Meeting of 3582 Research 
and    Development    Group    of 
ORC;. Chemistry Building. 
8:30 p. m.—Blue Key; Club Room. 
December  20   (Tuesday) 
12   noon—Deadline   for   receiving 
material for January Calendar. 
7:30 p. m.—Clemson College Little 
Theater Group; YWMA. 
8  p.  m.—Ladies' ' Night  for  Sage 
■Club; Club Room 2; YMCA. 
December 21 (Wednesday) 
1 p. m.—Christmas holidays begin 
at 1 p. m. and ends at 10 p. m. 
on  January  3. 
7 . p.   m.—Boy    Scouts    Banquet; 
Mess Hall. 
8:30-10:30 p.  m.—Naval; Reserve 
Unit; Chemistry Lecture Room. 
been no instruments capable of 
distinguishing between a note 
played on a Stradivarius and the 
same note played on an ordinary 
violin.* . 
He said that engineers are now 
beginning to study sounds in 
terms of their changing quality 
as well as in terms of loudness 
and frequency at a given point 
in time. "This approach promises 
new understanding of sound prob- 
lems, and new advances in sound 
engineering should result," he 
said. 
Sporting Goods Hardware 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
CHARLIE'S SPECIAL SAUCE 
On Sale at Ballentine's Super Market 
CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE 
18 E- Coffee Street Greenyille, S. C^. 
J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil 
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test 
HEYWARD MAHON CO. 
GREENVILLE 
South Carolina's Leading Store For 
Men and Young Men 
"Clemson Headquarters in Greenville" 
YOU'D never guess to tee him now, but just two weeks ago 
there was a sad, forlorn look in, Sheedy"s beady eyes. People 
picked on him because his hair looked like he was moulting. 
Not a gal on campus would even carrion a conversation with 
him. Then he bought a bottle of Wildroot Cream-Oil hair 
tonic and he's been a gay old bird ever since. Non-alcoholic 
Wildroot containing Lanolin keeps hair neat and well-groomed 
all day long. Relieves annoying dryness, removes the loose 
ugly dandruff that can make you a social outcast. So if your 
hair is giving you trouble, set your corpse for the nearest drug 
or toilet goods counter and get a bottle or tube1 of Wildroot 
Cream-Oil hair tonic. And.ask your barber for professional 
applications. It's the best treatment your hair cadaver get. 
* of 327 Burroughs Dr., Snyder, N. Y. 
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y. 
COPE LAND 
HOEFFER-MAUBOUSSIN 
^hfiik pmhiM (juhy kiAm.../J&- 
Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coast-to-coast test of 
hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels—and only 
Camels—for 30 consecutive days, noted throat specialists, 
making weekly examinations, reported 
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Georgia's Bulldogs Down Clemson's Quintet Twice 
With J. Clanton 
DUKE AND NORTH CAROLINA ON '50 GRID SCHEDULE? 
Last year, th* Clemson Tigers annexed the South- 
ern Conference crown by sweeping to 10 pretty thor- 
oughly decisive, victories, five of these against SC teams. 
Immediately howls came from the North Carolina sup- 
porters that the Tigers had played only a light confer- 
ence schedule and hardly deserved the title. Some North 
Carolina sports writers even mentioned in their columns 
that Clemson probably didn't have the best eleven in the 
conference. 
True, Clemson's schedule, as far as the Southern Confer- 
ence is concerned, wasn't too heavy. Furman and the Cita- 
del were merely breathers, but Wake Forest, N. C. State (at 
the beginning of the '48 season) and South Carolina were 
pretty fair squads. Regardless of what a great many pec* 
'pie thought last year, Clemson definitely did have the best 
football team in the Southern Conference. 
Now there is some talk about the scheduling of Duk 
and the University of North Carolina for the 1950 seasor 
Don't kid yourself, because neither of these two team 
will be on the Tiger schedule next year.    And it isn't tht 
fault of our Athletic Department, either.    For the pas 
several years Coach Howard has tried to get  gamer 
such as these, but each year it is the same thing, "Sorry, 
no open dates", or something'of that nature.    So,, the 
next time Clemson captures the SC crown (and    who 
knows, it may even be, next year), just remember that 
your school is more than willing to play any of these so- 
called Southern Conference grid powers. 
As for next year's schedule, it hasn't been completed as 
yet. Coach Howard iss still shopping around for a worth- 
while opponent for Homecoming, and you can bet on this, 
he'll get the best team available. 
i 
ALL-STATE SELECTIONS 
For the first time in the history of South Carolina, 
football, one of the smaller schools in the state placed 
more men on the All-State eleven than did a Big Four 
team.    Wofford turned the trick and ,perhaps, justly sa. 
They had an all winning season   while the rest of the 
state teams were being "kicked around" as far as    the 
win-lost column is concerned. 
The Tigers were well represented, with Fred Cone, Ray 
I Matthews and John Poulos being selected on the 1st team. 
It would have been pretty hard to leave any of these off. 
Glenn Smith, who made the sophomore All-Conference squad, 
Luke Deanhardt, Jack Cox and Gene Moore were placed on 
the 2nd team and Billy Grigsby on the third. Clemson, ac- 
cording to the sports writers, had eight of the thirty-three 
[best football players in the state. 
There are only two complaints. Gene Moore should 
have been on the first team, and Bob Hudson should have 
gotten more than just honorable mention. But these ALL 
SOUTH CAROLINA teams don't really mean anything, 
just scrap book material. 
I BASKETBALL: SCHEDULE AND TEAM WEAK 
Clemson has a pretty good basketball schedule, due pri- 
Imarily to the fact that the Tigers don't have a "big time" 
[team to play "big time" schools-with.    Maybe in years   to 
[come more emphasis will be put on basketball here, but at 
the present time, Clemson is definitely playing    in    their 
class.    It would be senseless to schedule such teams as North 
Carolina State and take a terrific drubbing   two   or   three 
I times a week. 
The Tiger Basketeers made a little better showing 
against the Georgia Bulldogs Tuesday night than they 
did against the same team in Athens this past Saturday, 
but there is still something missing. AnyWay, these two 
games have no bearing on the outcome of whether the 
Tigers get a bid to the annual SC tournament. They'll 
improve as the season gets underway and should make a 
good showing in the state. 
Doug Haugk and John Snee looked mighty good Tues- 
Iday night, and Jim Reynolds," still just a little rusty from 
football, showed that he would be back in form before too 
[long as he pushed in 14 points against the Bulldogs. Spender 
is another man to watch. When he left the game in the third 
[quarter he had tallied 11 points. 
lODDS AND ENDS 
The Tiger football squad was honored by the Alumni 
Association of Greenville with a banquet at "Epps Eat- 
ing Place" in Greenville last week. The graduating 
members were presented with leather billfolds. 
Congratulations to Gene Moore and John   Poulos   fgr 
Itheir being selected on the 24 man squad that will represent 
|the South in the annual Blue-Gray game in Montgomery on 
)ec. 31. 
Bobby Gage was last week picked on the All Time 
Shrine team. Another feather in the "Schoolboy's" hat. 
He also ran 97 yards against the Chicago Bears Sunday 
to tie a record for run from scrimmage. 
Clemson's basketball Tigers got off on the wrong foot* 
last Saturday night in Athens when they dropped their sea- 
son opener to the University of Georgia, 59-40, in a slow 
moving contest. 
The   f ast-mo ving   Bulldogs* ———————————_ 
threw up a stone defense against 
the McFaddenmen at the outset 
of the game and roared into an 
early lead that they never relin- 
quished. Most of the points buck- 
eted by the Georgians in the first 
quarter came in the form of free 
shots, an item which was aptly 
furnished them by the unseasoned 
Bengal cagers. Clemson also got 
numerous chances to rack up 
scores from the foul circle, but 
failed to capitalize on them. The 
Country Gentlemen misfired on 
seventeen free shots during the 
evening. 
Clemson's failure to get the 
ball from the backboard was 
dominant throughout the fray. 
The Tigers just didn't seem to 
go after the rebounds like they 
should and let many of the ones 
they did grab slip through their 
slippery fingers. This was part- 
ly because of their lack of 
timeing which was definitely on 
the weaker side. 
. Georgia didn't have a first-class 
cage squad and they certainly 
didn't play first-class basketball, 
but they were the better ball club 
Saturday night. Perhaps it was 
because the Bulldags already had 
one game under their belt where- 
as the Tigers were seeing action 
for the first time. 
One thing Is certain'. Clem- 
son's loss isn't the result of in- 
adequate practice, for the Tigs 
have been working long and 
hard under the watchful eye 
of Coach Banks McFadden. The 
purples have plenty of room for 
improvement and will have to 
do just that if they expect to 
make a good mark in this sea- 
son's win column. 
As far as Clemson is concern- 
ed, the brightest aspect of the 
game was the sensational way in 
which John Snee performed. Snee, 
a sophomore, was the outstanding 
man on the floor for the Tigers 
and perhaps the best man of the 
two  squads.    Although  Snee's  16 
(one Finishes Third 
In SC Scoring Race 
William and Mary's All'South- 
ern Conference end Vita Ragazzo 
is the 1949 individual scoring 
champion. RagazEo made all his 
touchdowns by taking passes; 
crossed the double stripe 15 times 
this season for a total of 90 points. 
George Washington's Al Dugoff 
was runner-up with 66 points, 
while Clemson's All-Conference 
Fullback Fred Cone was in the 
third position with 55 markers. 
The Conference closed out its 
season this past week-end with 
two games. South Carolina 
smothered The Citadel in Charles- 
ton 42-0, and the University of 
Maryland stopped a stubborn XJ, 
of Miami Hurricane IS to 0. 
Maryland's Oldiiner's and North 
(Continued  on Page 6) 
points wasn't high for the eve- 
ning, he was a constant threat to 
the Bulldogs and repeatedly held 
the Bengals together ' with his 
smooth floorwork. 
Doug Haugk, also a sopho- 
more, turned in his usual steady 
game as he dropped twelve 
points through the nets and re- 
trieved many stray shots off the 
backboard. 
Georgia's gangling center, Bob 
Schloss, was high point man for' 
the evening with a total of 21 
points. Earl Davis was second 
with 19 units. 

















Tigers Place Three On All-Stale Team 
Wofford College placed four 
men on the 1949 South Carolina 
All-State eleven,, to lead all other 
colleges. Clemson and South 
Carolina both placed three on 
the first string, while Presbyterian 
furnished one to complete the 
first team. 
This year was the first time 
that a Little Four school ever 
placed more men on the first 
string than did the Big Four. 
Hammett, Meyer, Quick, and Se- 
well made up the Terriers contri- 
bution to the team. South Caro- 
lina's Wilson, Sparks, and Strick- 
land filled three other positions. 
Presbyterian put tackle Bozo 
Weir on the first team and the 
Tigers of Clemson placed alter- 
FIRST 
Player—School Pos. Age Ht 
Roger  Wilson,  S.  C. E 21 
Elby Hammett, Wofford T 22 
Dave Sparks, S. Car. 9 21 
Harvey Moyer, Wofford C 25 
Vernon Quick, Wofford G 19 
Bozo Weir, P. C. T 22 
John Poulos, Clemson E 23 
Fred Cone, Clemson B 23 
Ray Mathews, Clemson B 20 
Sammy Sewell, Wofford B 22 5 -10 
Bishop Strickland, S. C. B 24 5-1 
nate captain John Poulos at one 
end and backs Ragin Ray Math- 
ews and Furious Fred Cone took 
up half of the allotted backfleld 
space. Clemson also put Glenn 
Smith, Luke Deanhardt, Jack Cox, 
and Gene Moore on the second 
squad. Billy Grigsby placed on 
the third string. Manos, Hudson, 
Sterling Smith, and Jackie Cal- 
vert made Honorable Mention. 
Each daily newspaper in the 
state and the Associated Press bu- 
reau at Columbia was entitled to 
one vote. All but one paper east 
ballots. A first place vote count- 
ed two points, and a second place 
vote counted one point in com- 
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Glenn Smith, Clemson, End 
Luke Deanhardt, Clemson, Tackle 
Jack Cox, Clemson, Guard 
Gene Moore, Clemson, Center 
R. Skinner, Sou. Car., Guard 
Jim    McCorkle, Furman, Tackle 
Gene Foxworth, The Citadel, End 
Steve Wadiak, Sou. Car., Back 
Blake Watts, P. C, Back 
Hank Witt, Newberry, Back 
Ed Jasonek, Furman, Back 
THIRD TEAM 
Jim Pinkerton,  Sou.  Car. 
Bill  Grigsby,  Clemson 
Wade Corn, Wofford 
Harry Jabbusch, South Carolina 
Cal,yin Hartness, Furmftn 
Bill Thuston, Wofford 
Doug Loveday, Wofford 
Bo Hagen, South Carolina 
Sonny Horton, Furman 
Bob Starnes, Wofford 
Bob Prevatte, Wofford 
WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO. 
Buffalo Mufflers Belden Cable 
Federal Ball Bearings        Allied Piston Pins 
Phone 382 Seneca, S. C 






Sold Exclusively By 
THE QUALITY MEN'S SHOP 
5 South Main Street Greenville, S. C 
"Heavy" Holhouser has just hit the hoop for two as the Georgia 
defenders look on. On the far right is Georgia center Schloss, 
(5) is Bulldog guard Rainey, number (44) is Holshouser, and 
number (13) is Joe Jordan of Georgia. The Tigers lost the tilt, 
65 to 57, before 3,000 spectators. 
Sharpshooters Win Match From Georgia 
Clemson's riflemen chalked, up 
their second straight victory of 
the season here Friday night when 
they subdued Georgia's target- 
busters by a score of 1821x2000 
to 1741x2000. J. L. Callahan, who 
is incidentally a first year man, 
lead the Tiger forces by blasting 
372 points, out of a possible 400. 
Meagher with a count of 369 was 
high point man for the Bulldogs. 
Carroll Allen was Clemson's 
second best as he compiled a 
score of 364. Placing a close 
third was   Frank   Gunby who 
finished with a 363 score. 
Fourth and fifth highest were 
M. L. Poston and J. T. Squires 
who racked up 362 and 360 re- 
spectively. 
Following Georgia's Meagher 
were Willey, 359; Lewis, 347; 
Test, 343; and Woodward, 332. 
Davidson will furnish the 
next opposition for the Tiger 
riflemen who are under the 
leadership of Captain Peter 
Anderson. The match with the 




By DICK RAINES 
Clemson's cagers went down to 
defeat again Tuesday night at the 
hands of the Georgia Bulldogs. 
Some 3,000 fans saw the 'dogs 
drop the Tigers, 65 to 57, at the 
Clemson Field House. 
The Bengals showed a marked 
improvement over the ball they 
displayed in Athens, but the Bull- 
dogs just had too much for them. 
Clemson didn't falter at the free 
throw circle, but slip shod ball 
handling, and not being able to 
•penetrate the Bulldogs tight de- 
fense cost the Tigers the game. 
The Tigs improved offensively 
but just couldn't garner enough 
points. 
Georgia's Bob Healy was the 
high point man for the night. The 
lanky Georgia captain tossed in 
17 points. Clemson's Doug Haugk 
and Georgia's Schloss ripped the 
nets for 15 points respectively. 
Jim Reynolds and Jordan of the 
'dogs swished the hoop for 14. 
while Clemson's John Snee and 
George Spender were close be- 
hind with 12 and 11 points re- 
spectively. 
The tilt Was exciting from start 
to finish, as both squads showed 
more offense strength than they 
displayed in their listless showing 
last Saturday in Athens. Cle.mson 
led through the first quarter, but 
the men from Athens took the 
lead midway in the second canto 
and never gave up their advant- 
age. The Tigs were finally able 
to whack the Bulldogs lead Sown 
to eight points, but they couldn't 
get any closer. Georgia's largest 
advantage was a short lived 15 
point lead. 
Clemson entertains the Presby- 
terian Blue Stockings here at 
Tigertown Saturday night. This 
tilt should be a pretty close affair 
as the Blue Stockings don't figure 
\o be strong as the Bulldogs <5f 
Georgia. 
IPTAY Asks Help 
Of Student Body 
Want a good football team? 
Sure you do. Everybody wants 
a winning team, and in a few 
weeks, the students of Clemson 
College are going to be given 
the opportunity of helping the 
gridiron Tigers. 
Before long, Coach ^Howard 
is going to send a letter'to each 
student encouraging IPTAY (I 
pay ten a year), an organization 
founded and operated with the 
purpose of bringing better foot- 
ball players--to this Blue Ridge 
institution. In this letter, the 
"Head" will ask the students 
to help solicit members for the 
IPTAY club. Several member- 
ship blanks will be included in 
the letter and each student will 
be asked to get as many as he 
possibly can to join the or- 
ganization. 
In this way, each student will 
help the cause greatly and at 
the same time have a personal 
hand in the forming of future 
Bengal grid elevens. 
Clemson men are 
always welcome at 
DAVENPORT'S 
one of the South's 
finest university 
shops.   Come in 
to shop or just to 
look around 
DAVENPORTS 
207 N. Main St. 
GREENVILLE 
NIMMONS Cr FIELD COMPANY 
A Complete General Merchandise Store 
YOUR NORGE DEALER 
Seneca, S. C. Phone 630 
Major ilfom Hapt Oklahoma AtM, 0\ 
-Aviation Executive, U&Air Force! 
A native of Grove, Oklahoma, Norman 
Hays graduated from Grove High School 
in 1935. The following year he entered 
Oklahoma A&M, where he majored in 
engineering- also took public speaking. 
Bent to an BAF Navigation School in 
Canada, he graduated with the highest 
possible rating of Specialist. Norman 
served overseas for 18 months hi' the 
Aleutians, Italy and Saipan. 
Active in national 4H Club work while in 
college, be helped organize its statewide 
activities, won a national 4H champion- 
ship in Public Speaking. In 1940 he re- 
ceived his BS degree in engineering. 
JET' 
Accepting a regular commission after 
the war, he was assigned to development 
of navigation instruments; navigated the 
B-29 "Pacosan Dreamboat" on its famed 
Hawsfi-Oiro non-stop flight In r94«. 
A month later he began navigator train- 
ing as an Aviation Cadet. In 1941, he 
received his navigator's wings and a 
commission «as\ Second Lieutenant , . « 
married his college sweetheart. <£. 
Typical of college graduates who 
found their place in the TJ. S. Air Force, 
Major Hays is Chief, Navigation Section, 
at Headquarters m Washington »*< with; 
a secure career ... a promising f ntore* 
If you are tingle, between the ogee of to 
and 26 hi, with at least two yean of college, 
consider a flying career as an officer in the 
V. S, Air Force. You mat be able to meet 
the high physical and moral requirements 
and be selected for tramhtg. If yon do not 
complete Aviation Cadet training, vov mag 
return to civilian Kfe or have opportunitv to 
train for an important officer assignment in 
non-flying fields. 
Air Force officer procurement team* arm 
visiting -many ^colleges and -universities to 
explain about these career opportunities. 
Watch for their arrival or get fttU details 
at your nearest Air Force Base, local re- 
cruiting station, or bg writing to the Chief 
of Staff, V. S. Air Force, Attention: Avia- 
tion Cadet Branch,  Washington 95, D. C 
U.   S.   AIR   FORCE 
ONLY THE BEST  CAN BE AVIATION CADETS! 




By DICK RAINES 
WHY DON'T THE FROSH GET GRID AWARDS?? 
Although the Clemson Baby Tigers didn't win 'all their 
games, they did have a fairly successful I season, winning three 
out of five contests. The freshman ball players get out on 
the practice field and knock just the same as the versity does, 
yet the "newboys" don't even receive a sweater for all their 
bruises. Most colleges give their frosh footballers sweaters 
with their class numbers on them. I understand this used 
to be done at Clemson, but for some reason or other the 
awards have ceased. I certainly think thes» boys on this 
year's frosh team deserve some reward for t" : showing. 
CAGERS START SLOWLY IN OPENER 
Clemson's basketeers hit the court for the first time 
this year last Saturday night in Athens. As most of you 
know, the Tigs went down to defeat 59 to 40. The con- 
test was a listless one due to the innumerable fouls that 
were called on both teams. I witnessed the game, and I 
frankly don't thing the nineteen points, which the 'Dogs 
defeated the Tigs by was any indication of the Tigers' 
true strength. The Tig quint missed the boat at the free 
throw line. The boys missed 17 shots from the charity 
circle, which was the main cause of their setback. It 
was the first tilt for the McFaddenmen and the cagers 
should develop more polish as the season progresses. I'd 
like to cite John Snee and Doug Haugk for their fine 
performances against the Bulldogs in Athens. Snee 
swished the net for fifteen markers, while Doug netted 
a total of twelve points. 
COACHING STAFF SEARC'TTIG FOR 
NEW GRID TALENT 
Most of the football coaching staff was in Charlotte this 
past week looking over the prep stars from the two Caro- 
linas. Let's hope they were all successful in their quest. 
Clemson has landed one fine scholastic standout in Fcank 
McHann of Albany, Georgia. McHann, star halfback, was 
sought after by several colleges and has decided to enroll here 
at Tigertown next fall. McHann is an all-round athlete. He 
won the 100 yard dash in the class B division and was named 
on the All-State American Legion outfielder this past sum- 
mer. From here it looks like we have a pretty good prospec» 
for the '50 frosh eleven. 
Thus far, the University of Missouri is the only new 
eleven to be added to the 1950 football schedule. Home 
- eoniesti v.'ith -Presbyterian, North Carolina State, and 
Furman have already been signed, and out of town tilts 
with Missouri, Wake Forest, Boston College, Auburn, and 
South Carolina are on the list. Coach Howard would 
like to have more home contests if possible. North Car- 
olina, William and Mary, and Duke are possibilities, hut 
nothing definite has been set yet. A game with S. M. U. 
or T. C. U. has also been rumored. Any two of the five 
teams just mentioned would give the Tigers one of the 
best grid schedules in the school's history. If a game 
with Southwestern Conference eleven could he worked 
out it would give Clemson a splendid sectional card, 
which is what any school needs if it is to get nation-wide 
publicity. 
INTEREST IN FENCING TEAM SEEMS 
TO HAVE FADED OUT 
Since Clemson is a Military College it looks like we 
could field a fencing team. The Citadel is one nearby college 
that could furnish Some opposition. Clemson has had fenc- 
ing teams in the past, but the sport seems to have vanished 
since the war. It might prove to be an outstanding extra 
curricular activity for some of the cadets and vets. 
POSTSCRIPT 
Bobby Gage turned in a. sterling performance last 
Sunday against the Chicago Bears. "Schoolboy" raced 
97 yards for one of the Steelers tallies . . . Phil Prince 
has been playing fine ball for the" Newark Giants in his 
spare time while attending Columbia University . . . 
Next year's footballers would look sharp in some new 
togs . . . Say orange pants with dark purple jerseys with 
large orange numerals . . . Pendleton High (colored) 
stopped Taylors last Saturday in Memorial Stadium . . . 
also, congrats to "Wooford" on their undefeated season. 
Basketball Takes Over 
Limelight In Intramural Sports 
On Monday night, December £,♦ 
both gyins were overflowing with 
student* either playing or want- 
ing to play basketbal". The Intra- 
mural league is off to a good start 
with 26 teams, 17 R. O. T. C. 
and nine veterans, ready to play- 
There will be some nights when 
games cannot be played because 
of college games, concerts, dances, 
and high school games, but each 
week, every night except Wed- 
nesday, there will be four games. 
League games started Monday 
with A-1 defeating A-2, 35 to 19, 
and A-4 besting the Sharecrop- 
pers, 23 to 19. B-l won a hip and 
tuck game from B-3 by a score of 
26 to 19, with Stanzel, who played 
Pin-Balling Is Up And Coming Sport 
Al Tiqerlown: Many Nickels Prerequisite 
By  ERNEST REEVES ♦ 
What's  the latest  "fad"  at  our 
I beloved Alma Mater?    Is it "hor- 
; izontal lab", "peg-pants", or flight 
| boots?   Emphatically not, it's Pin- 
| Balling!    Perhaps an explanation 
[will clarify this new term.    Fin- 
balling  is  a  phrase  used  to   rte- 
! scribe   the   meticulous   operation 
of. a pin-ball machine.    I was un- 
able to locate the exact origin of 
the pin-ball machine, but I think 
an  escapee  from  a  mental  insti- 
tution invented it to while away 
the time. 
Freshmen Gagers Prep For Opener 
By  "Little  Rock"  Norman      ♦ 
Clemson's freshman cagers open I 
their homegame schedule at 6:15 
Saturday  night  here  at  Clemson [ 
with  Asheville High School.  The i 
game   will   precede   the   varsity 
fray    with*   Presbyterian    which 
commences at 8:00. 
The practice during the last few , 
sessions has consisted of prepping ! 
the frosh for the early season | 
games. Previously the' practice: 
had consisted of thinning out the 
these words mean little, but to I enthusiastic candidates and se- 
ttle member of :     Beta Mu  (pin   lecting   the  better   players. 
The   college   freshman   oppon- ball machinists) the words are in- 
valuable. We predict that there 
will be a continuous flow of new 
members, especially after viewing 
one of our all-starred meetings. 
You, too, can become a pin-ball- 
er. All you have to do is obtain 
a handful of nickles, consult any 
of the aforementioned men and 
they will be glad to get, you 
started  on  a' pin-ball  career. 
This machine is operated strict- 
forward for B-l, being high scorer i ly for amusement and South Car- 
of the contest with 14 of the 26 \olina laws prohibit the use of it 
...... ,    ,„ ,, j as a gambling device.    That's the points his team made. Walton was | ^  GeQrge BrQwn     TQ indulge 
the point maker for B-2  as they j jn this bit of extra-curricula  ac- 
won from B-4, 20 to 15. Since 
these were the first games for the 
season, and the boys having had 
very little time to practice' and 
play together, many shots were 
misses', but improvement will be 
seen With each game played. 
At a meeting of the Intramural 
Council on  Monday,    the    group 
tivity one must first secure five 
cents. After "bumming" this 
nickel it is placed in a slot and in- 
serted into the machine. Your 
nickel is heard falling down a 
narrow channel and it finally 
finds a resting place on thousands 
just like it. 
At that instant the fun begins, 
immediately lights flash on and 
off and  then  one  number lights. 
Smith On Soph 
All 
made recommendations regarding You then press a plunger and a 
operation of the league. Official steel ball about an inch in diam- 
..,,,,      . ...  ■,    , ,,   eter  appears.    Your  objective  is basketball rules will apply m all L     shoot  ftat  baU  into  the  ho]e 
games except that each half will j on   the  board  which   corresponds 
be 15 minutes instead of the reg- 
ulation 20 minutes. Attention is 
called to eligibility rules which 
are as follows: 
(a) Any regular basketball play- 
er shall not be eligible to partici- 
pate in games. 
(b) Any player once listed with 
to the number lit. This board con- 
tains   thirty-one  holes,   and  your 
North Carolina and Maryland 
dominated the ALL-SOUTHERN 
selections this year, and so was 
the case in the choosing of the 
sophomore ALL - CONFERENCE 
team. 
Only two South Carolina ath- 
letes were given the nod on the 
first team. Clemson end Glenn 
Smith was the unanimous choice 
at one of the flank posts. Smith 
was selected for his all-round 
play this year, particularly 
against Wake Forest and the' 
Furman Hurricane. The other 
South  Carolinian was  Steve Wa-, 
ents are Davidson, The Citadel,. 
Furman, the University of South 
Carolina, and Biltmore Forest 
Junior College of Hendersonville. 
The squad at present consists 
of sixteen men. They include 
centers J. F. McGraw, M. D. 
Gaskins and J. C. Anthony. 
The forwards are T- A. McCul- 
lough, M. C. Robinson, R. 'W. 
Dozier, and J. A. Brown. Also, 
J. C Hicks, W. H. Revell, and R. 
G. Vite     ! 
The guards on the squad in- 
clude 3. A. Murray, W. E. De- 
Loach, and A. H. Wells. Also, V. 
D. Moorer, C. M. Cole and E. S. 
Blume. 
number is  systematically located, di       University   of  South  Caro 
in four places.   With four chances ' 
out of thirty-one, ,you think it's 
impossible to lose. With a gentle 
release of the shooting device, 
your ball is on its merry way. 
This ball speeds through a chan- 
one  team  is  not  eligible to  play I nel and emerges onto the board. 
MAKE THE 
i 
CALHOUN  HOTEL 
YOUR  HEADQUARTERS 
Jack G. Craft, Jr., Manager Anderson, S. C. 
FINE CUSTOM TAILORING AT REASONABLE PRICES 
ORTWEIN  TAILORING CO. 
of Rome, Ga. 
Vour Measurements Taken at Frequent Intervals 
EXCELSIOR MILL STORE CLEMSON, S. C. 
Does it land in your winning 
number? No, you miss by inches. 
The next stop is easy. All you do 
is reach in your pocket, pull out 
a green back and secure more 
"buffaloes." Repeat the simple 
instructions described above and 
you are "pinballing." About two 
dollars and twenty minutes later 
you make an exit, hurrying off 
to class. You are now a full- 
fledged "pinballer" and, what the 
hell, you didn't want to see any 
movies this week anyway. So far 
we have seen how a novice be- 
comes a pin-baller, but now I 
would'like to relate the procedure 
followed by the pin-ball champs 
ther participation. 
The Champipns in basketball 
will be decided by tournament at 
the end of the season. The 16 
teams with the highest percentage 
of wins will be entered in the 
tournament. Every game counts, 
so teams are urged to keep in 
shape for play. 
Moore And Poulos To 
Play In K-5 Game 
Southern coaches have announc- 
ed a complete 24 man roster for 
the annual Blue-Gray game 
which takes place in Montgomery, 
Alabama, on December 31. 
Gene Moore, captain of, this 
year's Tiger team, and Alternate 
Captain John Poulos, have been 
named on the all-star squad. 
Moore should see plenty of ac- 
tion as there is only one other 
center on the South squad. Pou- 
los is one of four ends that was 
named on the end. 
The Northern squad, coached by 
Head Coach Ray Elliott of Illi- 
nois, and assistants Rip Engle of 
Brown, and George Munger of 
Penn, are expected to complete 
their roster sometime this week. 
with or be listed with any other 
team. 
(c) Teams may be made up 
from the following groups: 
1. R. O. T. C. Companies. 
2. Veterans teams from any 
one (1) barracks. Men forming 
veterans teams must play with 
the team from the barracks in 
which they live). 
3. Any organized club that is 
recognized by the college. 
Teams must be on the court 
ready to play within 5 minutes 
after the time the game is sche- 
duled. 
Three forfeits by any team will 
disqualify the team from any fur-  jJuf it"ha«" been' rumored7-fiiatlfe 
times past they have attempted 
to "Gimmick" it with electro- 
magnets, knives, forks, coat hang- 
ers, and drop-wires from the Tex- 
tile Department. Some of these 
devices have been successful but 
most of them were in vain. 
To have a real display of pin- 
ballmanship, several "Champs" 
must be on hand. I shall attempt, 
if possible, to describe this event. 
We shall assume that George 
"Slim" Brown is the shooter. On 
his left stands "Big Red" Ligon 
ready to press the automatic re- 
play button if necessary. At 
Brown's right stands "Little Doll" 
Gatlin, who is chief coach and 
adviser to the shooter. Brown 
must get Gatlin's nod before he 
is allowed to shoot. Tightly 
crowded around these three prin- 
cipal figures are a mob of kibit- 
zers. They will probably include 
"Pete" Ponder, "Sunk" Bates, Bill 
Brown. "Romance" Saunders and 
yours truly. 
All during the evening, such 
veteran kibitzers and shooters as 
"Handsome" Heniford, "Gook" 
Hart, "Kismet" Wilson, Gene 
Storey, and on special occasions, 
the dean of us all General 
"Shorty" Faulkner waddles in to 
render valuable assistance to the 
poor victim. A veteran of many 
deposited "buffaloes", the Gen- 
eral is a able councillor. To the 
already existing hub-bub is add- 
ed ,the utterances of the late- 
comers and the result is near 
pandemonium which lasts for 
endless hours. Throughout the 
ensuing vociferations which in- 
clude screams, gesticulations, 
stomping, kicking, yells for "One 
Blue Ribbon" or "One Chapeau 
Rouge Ale," etc., the machine 
quietly and nonchalantly con- 
tinues to eat away games and 
"buffalo meat" voraciously. It 
pays little attention to such 
phrases as "Freeze", "hit it". 
"come on^, "purse", "come on, 
show", "get more nicks" and 
numerous others which cannot 
be allowed in print. To the lay- 
man   (the    innocent    bystander) 
lina halfback. 
North Carolina's Tar Heels, con- 
ference champions placed two 
men, as did the University of 
Maryland, who finished right be- 
hind the Tar Heels in the confer-. 
Schoolboy Gage On 
All-Shrine Eleven 
Last week the Charlotte News 
released an all time Shrine Bowl 
team, picked from players begin- 
ning with the first Shrine game in 
1937, now held annually in Char- 
lotte, North Carolina. 
The backfield, as is usually the 
case, held the limelight. Bobby 
Gage, now with the Pittsburgh 
Steelers, was one of the unani- 
mous choices. Gage made the All- 
Conference and the ' INS All- 
American team with the Clem- 
son Tigers in 1948. Charlie Jus- 
tice,   University   of   North   Caro- 
ence. Tackle Bill Kuhn and guard ! Una All-American, was probably 
Joe Duek were the Tar Heel me#\ the top vote-getter. In the back- 
and  Maryland  placed guard  Bob . field with Gage and Justice were 
"Bonnie Banks" McFadden 
Bonnie Banks Was First College Athlete 
To Garner All-American In Two Sports 
Probably the most outstanding athlete ever to don the 
"purple and gold" of-the Clemson Tigers was Banks McFad- 
den. Never before or since has a Clemson athlete received 
the nation-wide acclaim that McFadden did. 
"Bonnie Banks" came to Tiger-* 
town from  Great Falls,  S.  C, in 
the fall of 1936 and began his rise 
Ward and fullback Ed Modze- 
lewski. 
Number one choice for the 
backfield was Billy (Nub) Smith, 
of Wf*e Forest. Smith is the most 
highly publicized back in the 
conference since Charlie Justice 
enrolled at the University of 
North Carolina. He finished out 
the 1949 season by scoring twice 
against the South Carolina Game- 
cocks, one coming on a 61 yard 
jaunt through the middle of the 
Carolina line. 
Duke's Blaine Earon was given 
of Clemson. They, too, use nickels  the   oth«r   end   post   along •  with 
Smith of Clemson. Earon has 
played outstanding defensive ball 
all year, and was selected National 
Lineman of the Week for his 
play against Georgia Tech. 
Elmer Costa of North Carolina 
State, who was also placed on 
the All-State (North Carolina) 
team was far out in front for the 
tackle positions. 
The pivot-post went to Ted 
Flier, big William and Maty 
center. Rounding out the back- 
field, along with Modzelewski, 
Smith and Wadiak is Washington 
and Lee's Gil Bocetti. Bocetti 
was  the outstanding   quarterback 
Clemson Ties For 
Second Slot In S. (. 
On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place 
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND 
cooiyEs 
'AmmtW 4 SPECIALTY (0. 
Easier, South Carolina 
Clemson's Tigers wound up in 
third place in the race for the 
state title, as Citadel was downed 
by South Carolina's Gamecocks 
in the final game of the season in 
the state. Wofford, who won the 
mythical championship, received 
and accepted the only bowl bid 
offered a state team as the eight 
elevens closed out what wes gen- 
erally regarded to be one of the 
worst seasons in state competi- 
tion. Only Wofford, Presbyterian, 
the second place team, and Clem- 
son had averages of .50p or better. 
Wofford, with a perfect record in 
11 games, will meet Florida State 
University in the Cigar Bowl at 
Tampa on January 2. While Pres- 
byterian finished second in all- 
games played with a 5-4 record, j Clemson . 
they were good for only seventh! The Citadel _ 
position in the yitra-state stand- I So. Car — _ 
Duke's  Tom  Davis,  who  partici 
pated in both the  1937  and 1938; 
games,    and Billy    Cox,  current 
Duke tailback. 
The strongest points in the line 
are at the tackle positions. Wade 
Walker, 1941 - participant from 
Gastonia and All-American at 
Oklahoma University this year, 
and Louis Allen of Duke are the 
tackles. 
ENDS—Gus Hempley, '37, Spar- 
tanburg, University of South Car-' 
olina; Frank Owens, '37, Char- 
lotte, North Carolina State Col- 
lege. 
TACKLES — Wade Walker, '41, 
Gastonia, University of Oklahoma; 
Louis Alien, ' 42, Greensboro, 
Duke University.: 
GUARDS — Ralph Strayhorn, 
'40, Durham, University of North 
Carolina; Bill Davis, '41, Wilson, 
Duke University. 
CENTER — Louis Sossamon, 
'38, Gaffney, University of South 
Carolina. 
BACK—Bobby Gage, '44, An- 
derson, Clemson College. 
BACK—Charlie Justice, '42, 
Asheville, University of North 
Car61ina. 
BACK—Billy Cox, '46, Mt. Airy, 
to >fame. He is the only man 
ever to make Ail-American in 
two major sports-in the same cal- 
ender year, being selected in both 
basketball and football in 1939. 
But football and basketball were 
not the only two sports in which 
he  excelled.    Mac was  the  first 
Texas. 
After graduation, McFadden 
took a one year whirl at pro foot- 
ball with the Brooklyn Dodgers 
and was one of the leading ground 
gainers in the league that year. 
He served in the Army Air 
Corps during the war, and after 
his discharge decided to return 
to Clemson to pursue the coach- 
ing  profession.    He   is  currently 
basketball mentor. 
athlete  in   South   Carolina   sports 
history  to   set  three   state  track j freshStooTbalf coach and head 
records,  turning the  trick  in the ! 
broad jump and both hurdles, and 1 
he was also a    member    of the 
Tiger baseball squad. 
McFadden's greatest season was 
in 1939. He led the Neeley grid 
machine to 9 victories against 1 j 
defeat and pushed the Tiger 
Basketeers into the Southern Con- 
ference playoffs that year, which 
they annexed by drubbing a 
Heavily favored University of 
North Carolina quintet in the 
finals. January 1, 1940, saw Mc- 
Fadden again spark the Bengals 
to a victory when they beat out a 
6-3 decision over the Frank Leahy 
coached Boston College Eagles in 




Open Til 1:00 A. M. 
of all the "T" teams. He handled! Duke University. 
the   Washington   and 'Lee 
T" like a seasoned veteran. 
"split BACK—Tom Davis, '37 and '38, 
Wilson, Duke University. 
STONE BROTHERS 
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN 
AND STUDENTS 
108 N. Main Street Greenville, S. C 
►JN$M$M$M>$M^*«*^ 
teams for the 12 week 1949 sea- 
son: 
ALL GAMES 
Team WLTPF PA 
Wofford 11 0 0 347    66 
Presbyterian 
ings, winning 2 and losing 4. 
Clemson, who won 2 and lost 1 
state game, took over second po- 
sition behind Wofford in the 
intra-state stndings, while finish- 
ing third in all-games played, 
winning 4, losing 4 and tying 2. 
By virtue of their win over The 
ahead   of   Furman   in   all-games 
played,    and    tied    Clemson    for j Furman  . ..    
second position in tra-state games, j The Citadel _ 
5 4 0 154 188 
4 4 2 232 216 
4 5 0 99191 
4 6 0 145 168 
3 6 0 132 160 
3 8 0 122 235 
2 7 0 97 187 
Furman 
Newberry  
Erskine   ... 
Intra-State Games Only 
Team WLTPF PA 
Wofford 3 0 0    75    14 
Clemson   _   2 1 0 110 
So.  Car. 2 10    76 
Erskine .... 1 10 
_   220 
_  2 / 0 
Final   standings   for   the   eight  Presbyterian 2 4 0 


































X   P. S. McCollum, Owner 
Y 
♦;♦ 
College Seal Jewelry 
for Christmas 
New Shipment Just Arrived ..... 
BRACELETS \.. COMPACTS... KEY CHAINS 
PINS ... NOVELTY ITEMS 
SELECT YOURS  EARLY 
A small deposit will reserve your selection 
^ i—_ .  -- --———— - . —     ^ 
COMPLETE  LINE  RONSON  LIGHTERS 
ON DISPLAY 
CHRISTMAS CARDS...CANDIES 
Large Selection to Choose From 
MUSICAL POWDER BOXES AND 
OTHER MUSICAL NOVELTIES 
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Either Get Lights On Paths To Library 
Or Issue Knee Pads To Boys Who Crawl 
Army Color Shot 
To Be Displayed 
By HASSELL SIMPSON 
Last week I went to the library. 
That, in itself, is not remarkable 
until you consider that I had not 
darkened the door of the estab- 
lishment since I was a rat and 
went there for a Freshman Li- 
brary Orientation.- 
Of late, however, a certain pro- 
fessor has become extremely nas- 
ty about my grades in his course, 
so, as I said, I went to the library. 
Even then; such a feat is not par- 
ticularly striking to any but noc- 
turnal pedestrian frequenters 
(look it up and get an "A" on the 
course) of said library. 
As these people know, the 
paths from the main building to : ment of Tillman Hall. 
the library are totally bereft of To keep the color display con- 
the modern convenience of elec- j stantly fresh, the Department of 
trie lighting. "Black as the pit the Army has worked out a cir- 
from pole to pole" would be a culating arrangement by which 
gross understatement when ap- j the pictures, in groups of five. 
plied to that sector of the cam- I will be circulated from school to 
pus. 
New Method Aids 
Flunking Frosh 
To Pass Courses 
A  new procedure to  help  stu- 
dents      improve      unsatisfactory 
i grade averages has been put into 
force at Marietta College this fall. 
Students    of    Clemson  College  u wm  apply to members of  the 
will   be   offered   pictorial ^ side-  freshman class onlVj and will be 
lights, in color, of activities of the 
U. S. Army, and the Signal Corps, 
Col.    F.    C.    Cookson    has    an- 
Knox. College Faculty Members Begin 
New Plan For Freshman Orientation 
nounced. 
Color photos of activities from 
all over the world will be drawn 
from the files of the Signal Corps 
and will be displayed by the 
Clemson ROTC unit. This dis- 
play will be located in the base- 
extended to each following fresh- 
man class until all students are 
subject to it. 
On a moonless night, unless art 
automobile chances to pass in the 
street, this walk is darker than 
what's left in the bottom of my 
cup after mess hall coffee. Right 
here is one of the few places 
where a blind man is at an ad- 
vantage. But ordinary guys with 
20-60 eyes like mine are absolute- 
ly helpless as they grope their 
way to and from the library. 
But don't take my word for it. 
Try it sometimes in the dark of 
the moon. So what? Well, there's 
the problem. The place is dark. 
Get some lights. Put 'em where 
they'll do the most good. It isn't 
as if the college were penniless. 
And the college will profit in the 
long run, because Dr. Milford will 
have to treat fewer cases of blind 
staggers   and  broken  limbs. 
Yes, I went to the library last 
week.    On my hands and knees. 
school. Each set of pictures will 
remain at a given school for ap- 
proximately two weeks, after 
which it will be replaced by new- 
sets of pictures. 
Clemson-Ga. ASAE 
(Continued  From  Page  1) 
ORC Unit Views 
New Weapon 
0 
An instructional team of four 
combat veterans from the- Infan- 
try Centers* famous Third Infan- 
try Division arrived at Clemson 
i on Dec. 1. They are making an 
11-day tour of South Carolina Or- 
ganized Reserve Corps units to 
show reserve officers the latest 
changes in infantry weapons. 
Heading the team of three en- 
listed men and one officer was 
Lt. Elmo R. King, an executive of- 
ficer in the 30th Infantry Regi- 
ment, a component of the Third 
Division. 
Other instructors making the 
tour are Sgts. Walter E. Prichett, 
Bate H. Greene and Robert A. 
Goggins, all of the 30th Infantry 
"Regiment. The men were selected 
because of their outstanding pro- 
ficiency as weapons instructors. 
They travel in a large ordnance 
repair-truck loaded with virtually 
every combat weapon used by the 
Infantry. The weapons range in 
size and utility from the 75 mm 
recoilless rifle to a newly-design- 
ed .50 caliber machine gun. These 
weapons were used in conjunc- 
tion with lectures to instruct the 
reserve unit here at Clemson. 
Third Army officials stated that 
this group is one of seven con- 
ducting "at-home" training for 
reserve officers each year. 
The training school will keep 
members of the reserve corps on 
inactive status familiar with the 
latest advances in mobile combat 
teams. 
Members of the demonstrating 
teams are veterans of at least 
nine years experience in the 
Army, and each has more than a 
year in combat during World War 
II. 
Cone Finishes 
(Continued from Page 4) 
Carolina's Tarheels will represent 
the SC in bowl games on the 
first of January U. N. C. goes up 
against the Rice Owls in the 
Cotton Bowl at Dallas, Texas, 
and Maryland engages the Uni- 
versity of Missouri in Jackson- 
ville's Gator Bowl. 
SCORING LEADERS:  
G TD Pat To. 
Ragazzo, W&M 10 15    0 90 
Dugoff, G. W. 9 11    0 66 
Cone, Clemson 10 9    1 55 
Mounie,   Duke 9 9    0 54 
Bocetti, W&L 9 8    0 48 
Justice, N. C. 10 8    0 48 
Lex,  W&M 10 3 27 45 
Douchak,  Duke 9 2 32 44 
Mathews, Clemson 10 7    0 42 
Calvert,   Clemson 10 7    0 42 
Weiner, N. C. 10 7    0 42 
Lavine,  Maryland 9 7    0 42 
DEPENDABLE USED CARS 
And Specialized Service 
On All Makes and Models 
Madden's Motors 
Font's Camera Shop 
"Between the Banks" 
ANDERSON, S. C 
gineer as the engineer of food 
production." ■ Mr. Turner closed 
with "Participate in church    and  cular   activities,  including  varsity 
Under the new plan, a stu- 
dent will automatically be put 
on probation at the end of a 
semester for the following se- 
mester if he fails to reach a 
critical point cumulative aver- 
age which applies to his class 
rank. Any student on probation 
will be limited in the number 
of hours he may fake, will have 
to drop his extracurricular ac- 
tivities, and cannot miss classes. 
Other remedial measures may 
be applied, also. 
The record of each student will 
be considered individually by two 
faculty committees. Facilities1 of 
the college testing, counsilling, 
and health center will be used to 
make a thorough study of each 
case. 
Any student entering probation, 
may petition the instruction com- 
mittee to continue his extracurri- 
community, activities and above 
all, do not forget your American 
heritage with its right to choose 
your own vocation." 
The welcome address was de- 
livered by Dr. P. H. Copper, dean 
of the school of Agriculture, and 
director of South Carolina's Ex- 
periment Station, to' more than 
one hundred members and their 
guests. He pointed out. ho'iy agri- 
cultural engineering has ad- 
vanced through mechanization, 
thereby increasing the efficiency 
of production. Dean Cooper 
strongly emphasized the fellow 
ship gained through the joint 
meetings which were inaugurated 
by Clemson two years ago. 
The response was made by Mr. 
Bill Fletcher, president of the 
Georgia student branch, who ex- 
tended an invitation to the Clem- 
sports. If circumstances seem to 
warrant such action, special per- 
mission will be given. 
The purpose of the new sys-^ 
tem, according to Dr. Merrill 
R. Patterson, dean of the col- 
lege, is to assist officials hv 
detecting weak students imme- 
diately and considering their 
cases without delay. "We are 
confident that the planned re- 
medial action will stimulate 
many students now drifting" 
along with borderline records 
to do satisfactory work," he 
.said. 
To orient ' Incoming freshmen 
in their duties, rights and general 
routine during the college year, 
the tutorial plan at Knox , Col- 
lege entails the cooperation of 
approximately 25 members of the 
faculty. Groups of freshmen, as- 
signed to tutors in chapel during 
freshman week, met with their 
tutbrs at their homes the follow- 
ing evening for general discus- 
sion. 
The tutors on this campus have 
several purposes, most of which 
were handled during that week. 
They informed the students of the 
general education program at 
Knox, interpreted the entrance 
exam results, and enrolled them 
in their courses. 
All freshmen   are included^   in  
the tutorial plan.    The tutors en- I 
deavor   to   adjust   the   new   stu- J    Joe: "Which is the but end of a 
dents  to   college   life,   and     help   cigarette?" 
them   in_their   individual     study !    Moe:   ..The   end  you take    the 
or   general     education     require-   draws off. 
ments.    With   a  few   exceptions, j  
the newcomers are required to do   TTI 
individual study with their tutor, 
equivalent   to   a   full   course,    in 
the fields of social science,    arts 
and literature and natural science. 
For those passing the require- 
ments in these three subjects there 
is more leeway in choosing a field 
of research in the tutorial course. 
This group includes a trifle less 
than half of the freshman . class ■ 
this year. 
Those who    did   not . pass the 
subjects, but who made promis- 
ing scores, are given specialized 
work in them, assisted and ad- 
vised by their tutors. The group 
making very low scores were as- 
signed ^o regular classes in the 
three subjects, where the con- 
ventional classroom instruction 
offers a more familiar study rou- 
tine. 
Tutorial instruction will be 
deferred for a quarter in the 
case of students with low scores 
in ^English, because a minimum 
skill in that field is considered 
essential to individaul study than 
any of the others. 
Fellowship Club Sees *H. S. Tate 
Slides Of The Midwest 
Professor D. D. Curtis enter- 
tained the Clemson Fellowship 
Club, - a faculty organization, at 
its regular meeting op. December 
7 in the browsing room of the 
Library. Professor Curtis showed 
color slides depicting scenes in 
the Midwest- The pictures were 
taken while Mr. Curtis was on a 
tour of that locale last summer. 
"Did you make the debating 
team?" 
"Ntf, they s-s-said I w-w-w w-as 
not t-t-t-tall enough." 
Six year old Jimmy was peeved 
at the .constant crying of his 
new baby brother. "Bet I know 
why he came from heaven," . he 
grumbled. "They put him out." 
(Continued From  Page   1) 
ed as a member of the Chinese 
Textile Mission to the Nether- 
lands East Indies, whose purpose 
was to help build trade relations 
between the two countries. An- 
other transaction in which Mr. 
Tate took part was the buying of ; 
seventy-million dollars worth, of 
cotton from the U. S. for use in 
Chinese mills. 
The greater part of his advisory 
work for the Chinese was done in 
Shanghai, where most of the 
Chinese textiles are located. In 
May 1949, Shanghai fell to the 
Communists. Therefore, Mr. Tate ' 
had to leave China immediately. 
He was also invited by the Eng- 
lish Government to visit England 
and make a survey of their tex- I 
tiles. England, like the U. S., de- 
sired to know what the impact 
of    post-war    Japanese    textiles 
would do to their textile trade. 
Mr.   Tate's   opinion   of   Com J 
munistic  relations   in   China   an 
Japan were by far not as alarm 
ing as the headlines of the Unite, 
States papers  are.    He  said  th* 
the Communist influence was nc 
nearly as strong in China as th 
average American citizen though 
it was.    He also seemed to thiri 
that   the     Communist    threat  i 
Japan was not very serious. Bu 
his   feelings   were   strongly   ex 
pressed that the U. S. must con-, 
tinue to give aid and to keep vig 
ilant watch over both countries. 
Mr. Tate is now reunited wit] 
his wife here at Clemson. The; 
are at their home in the suburb 
of Clemson. 
PEOPLES FURNITURE CO. 
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES, 
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC. 
327-329 Main Street Phone 460 
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON THEATRE 
Clemson, S. C. 






MONDAY & TUESDAY 
Red Danube 
"As soon as it becomes clear 
that a student is not of true col- 
lege caliber, he should in all fair- 
ness be encouraged to withdraw, 
but not without guidance based 
upon a study of his abilities and 
S0^^emberS^0ra.ret"r!imeeilng   Potentialities  in  other   directions. 
We are interested in the individ- in Athens in the near future. Em- 
•phasis wr~ placed on soil and 
water as the capital stocks of ag- 
riculture, the" wise" use of these 
depending on the careful planning 
of the agricultural engineer. 
ual's future whether he is college 
material1 or not." 
Deans Announce Birth 
They are slaves: who fear to-speak  Of Son On December 2 
for the fallen and.the weak; 
They are slaves who will not Professor and Mrs. J. A. Dean 
choose, haired, scoffing, announce    the    birth    of   a    son, 
and  abuse - : James  Francis,   at   the   Anderson 
Rather than in silence shrink from   Memorial Hospital December 2. 
the truth they needs  must        Both mother and son are doing 
think.     - . fine. 
They are slaves -who dare not be        The   seven - pound   one - ounce 
in the right—with two-or     . boy makes the third son for Pro- 
three, fessor Dean, who is associate pro- 
—J. R. Lowell   fessor of French and Spanish. 
Make Her Happy With Belfour 
COLLEGE SEAL JEWELERY 
HOKE SLOAN 
NEW SPORT SHIRTS 
CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME* 
at 
MAYFAIR  GRILL 




Kihdly Notice the Collar! 
It's one of Arrow's campus favorite*, tht wide-spread 
"Sussex'' in fine Gordon Oxford fabric 
Arrow's smartly - styled j and long 
wearing Oxfords are also available 
in buKon-down and regular collars. 
White and soBd colors. See-yow 
Arrow dealer! 
ARROW StilRiS 
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